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FOREWORD
This report summarizes the continuing research prog=am at the
Space Research Institute* in hypervelocity impact and meteoroid-bumper
interaction phenomena, conducted during the period December 1965 through
June 1967. The program was sponsored by the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration under contract NAS3-7946 "Meteoroid-Bumper Interaction
Program'. The technical monitor for the program was Mr. Gordon T. Smith
of NASA Lewis Research Center, Liquid Rocket Technology Branch.
The research program included both theoretical and experimental
investigations of meteoroid-bumper interaction pheonomena, and, as has
been the practice under previous contracts (NAS3-4190, NASW-615 and
NAS5.664), the theoretical programs have been published separately in
topical reports. The principal results of the theoretical program are
sunmlarized without detailed analysis; the experimental program is reviewed
in more detail. Both theoretical and experimental phases of this program
are continuations and extensions of work commenced under contract NAS3-4190
and reviewed in the final report of that contract (NASA CR-54857).
The authors are indebted to Dr. G.V. Bull, for his continued support
and guidance throughout the program, to Mr. I. Shanfield for his assistance
in the experimental work and to Mr. W.A. Watkins for his assistance in
preparing this report.
*This work was conducted at the Space Research Institute during its affiliation
with McGill University. A continuation research program is currently in
progress at SRI(Que) Inc. under contract NAS3-I0229. The authors wish to
express their thanks to the directors of SRI(Que) Inc. for making its
facilities and personnel available for the preparation of this report.
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SUMMARY
Two theoretical programs and an experimental investigation of
meteoroid-bumper impact, debris cloud expansion, and second surface pressure
loading have been conducted. Particular emphasis has been placed on
developing a firm theoretical and experimental base from which a realistic
projection to the meteoroid regime can be made.
On of the theoretical models, the strip model, has been developed
to the stage wherein predictions of secondary surface loadings from actual
meteoroid-bumper interactions can be made for a realistic space mission.
The second theoretical approach, based on finite difference solutions to the
fundamental relations governing the impact process, has been restricted to
a one-dimensional analysis of the processes involved in the region of the
bumper and near the second surface. The experimental program covered a
broad range of separate experiments, some to obtain experimental verification
of assumptions made in the theoretical models, and others to obtain experimental
data to be used as a basis for projection to the meteoroid regime. Specific
areas investigated were bumper thickness effects, projectile shape effects,
second surface pressure distribution for various impact conditions and bumper
stand-off distances, shock Hugoniots for the impact materials utilized, shock
decay data, secondary surface response, and a special study of the multiple
skin or multifoil protection system.
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Towards the latter part of the program, a modification to the
normal thin sheet bumper was introduced in order to permit integration
of the meteoroid bumpershield concept with the super insulation system
proposed for cryogenic fuel storage tanks without upsetting the system
thermal radiation balance. The scant experimental data available for the
grid-bumper concept at the end of this contract was inadequate for the
presentation of conclusive results. However, a possible improvement in
protection capability was observed. The grid-bumper appeared to offer
superior meteoroid _lefeat_ng (vaporization) potential than an equivalent
weight solid _heet bumper.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
A continuing hypervelocity impact research program, directed towards
meteoroid protection systems for space vehicles, has been carried out since
1961 at McGill University, the Space Research Institute of McGill University,
and presently the Space Research Institute (Quebec) Inc.
The previous final report (Reference I) was submitted in August, 1966
_md covers the period June 15, 1964 to September 15, 1965 under co_tract
NAS3-4190. The early development of the impact research from the spring
of 1951 to the spring of 1964 is outlined in the introduction of this report
(Reference i). The report presented here covers the period December, 1965
to June, 1967 under contract NAS3-7946.
During the contract period some modifications were made to the firing
range facilities and instrumentation (Section 2.0). Specifically, the
range vacuum chambers were modified to meet the specific objectives of the
program and to facilitate installation of instrumentation. The piezo-bar
pressure probe was improved by adding a by-pass filter to eliminate electronic
interference due to ionization of the gas cloud.
A number of experimental test series were carried out in order to
understand the impact phenomena, and to test space vehicle protection
systems. The experimental results obtained from photographs, pressure
traces, and visual inspection were analyzed for each test series. The
degree of theoretical analysis involved varied considerably from one series
to another.
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The effect of the impact expansion cloud on multifoil thin aluminum
witness sheets was analyzed on a visual basis from experimental photographs,
and inspection of the sheets after impact. Much information was obtained
on the modeof failure for the individual sheets of the witness plate
(Section 3.1). However, more specific experimental investigations and a
more detailed theoretical analysis would be required before detailed
conclusions of the precise failure modescould be made.
A series of impact pressure traces were obtained in order to determine
the nature of the double pressure pulse observed experimentally. By
varying the bumperthickness and the spacing of the probe behind the bumper,
experimental verification that the second pulse was due to unvaporized
pellet material was obtained (Section 3.2). This was further verified by
considering the theoretical one-dimensional shock decay data obtained
previously (Reference 2).
Two test series were carried out to determine experimentally the
impulse loading on a secondary surface. A Lexan pellet and Lexan bumper
were used for one series, and a Lexan pellet and lead bumperwere used for
the other. For each shot the loading history on the witness plate was
obtained from four flush mounted piezo-bar probes, three of which were
displaced radially from the center axis of the expansion cloud. By varying
the spacing of the piezo-bar probes behind the bumperfor each shot,
an experimental pressure distribution within the expansion cloud was
obtained (Section 3.3). The total momentumcormnunicatedto the secondary
- 3 -
surface was determined by a direct numerical integration of the pressure
distribution and also by integration of an analytical representation of
the distribution. The results for eight test shots, four from each series,
are presented in Section 3.3.
In the absenceof experimentally determined Hugoniot data for Lexan
it is difficult to predict accurately the initial shock state properties.
However, the pellet and bumper shock velocities, and escape velocities, can
be obtained experimentally with a B & W300 framing camera. From a
theoretical analysis of these velocities someshock state properties can
be obtained. In Section 3.4 photographic records of six i:npacts of pellets
onto discs and bars are analysed. A good correlation was obtained between
polytropic exponents determined from shock velocities and from material
compressions, justifying the use of a one-dimensional analysis to establish
Hugoniot data. However, little or no correlation was found for the observed
escape velocities and shock properties in terms of an ideal gas relation.
Five different pellet shapes were impacted onto lead bumpersand
measurementsof the pressure in the expansion cloud were made. The shape
of the pellet was observed to have a marked effect on the pressure in the
expansion cloud downstreamof the bumper. However, it was felt that at
meteoroid velocities the energy generated on impact would be so great as
to obliterate shape effects several meteoroid diameters downstream.
Sometheoretical effort has been devoted to understanding the initial
impact process during the time the pellet is being shocked (Section 4.1).
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The net result of the study was the inclusion into the model of two
polytropic exponents, one to describe the shocked states and one to describe
the expansion process. By incorporating the two polytropic exponents into the
strip model (Section 4.3), the experimental expansion front velocities are
satisfied as well as experimental shock Hugoniot data. Someother
modifications were madeto the strip model, such as allowance for reflected
shock waves from the probe tip and a variable shock,s to allow for the shock
decay process. The inability of the strip model to predict the large
upstream expansion flow experimentally observed was recognized. The results
of a calculation at a typical meteoroid impact velocity are presented in
Section 4.3. However, the accuracy of the calculation is questionable to
the extent that no allowance is madefor ionization effects.
The one-dimensional finite difference model was reported in Reference 8.
The model is summarizedin Section 4.2. The mathematical difficulties
encountered in the long term stability associated with Von Neuman'a_
artificial viscosity were surmountedby incorporating a smoothing routine.
Results show that the pellet shock pressure decay is not as rapid as the
decay obtained neglecting entropy changes at the shock front (Reference 2).
Results obtained for the pressure on a secondary surface allowing for a
secondary reflected shock are also presented.
Near the end of the contract period a few experimental impacts on a
grid bumperwere carried out. Piezo-bar pressure traces showed that for
the samemass of bumper in grid form rather than in solid form the axial
pressure would be reduced in amplitude and spread out in time. In Section 5
the possibilities of the grid bumperused as a meteoroid protection system
are outlined, along with preliminary results and analyses.
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2.0
2.1
RANGE AND INSTRUMENTATION DEVELOPMENT
The impact range and instrumentation have remained essentially
unchanged from that described in Reference i. Modifications to the
tankage system have been confined to an increase in the length of the
muzzle x-ray port and the addition of a swing door at the aft end of the
main horizontal section of the impact tank. The piezo-bar pressure gauge
developed during the last contract period (NAS3-4190) has been improved
considerably by the addition of a by-pass filter to eliminate electronic
interference caused by ionization effects of the gas cloud.
TEST RANGE SYSTEM
The swing door which has been added to the rear end of the test tank
is shown in Figure 2.1a. This modification was made so that the piezo-bar
pressure gauges and the thin bumper could be completely assembled in the
new mount system outside the impact tank. Because of this, the entire
instrument system can be tested and checked during the pre-firing check test
of the range and then inserted intact and unchanged into the impact tank.
This procedure prevents inadvertent alteration to the spacings during
installation of the equipment into the test chamber, thereby improving
experimental accuracy (Figure 2.1b).
The enlarged muzzle x-ray port is shown in Figure 2.2. This
modification was made to improve the accuracy and reliability of the muzzle
trigger and x-ray photographic system, and to provide an additional mechanism
for projectile velocity determination. Figure 2.3a shows a schematic diagram
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Fig. 2.2 MODIFIED X-RAY PORT ON IMPACT TANK
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HEAD NO.2-
=,.,
.,G ..... 2 X RAY HEADS
DOUBLE FILM CASETTE
ION TRIGGER
Fig. 2.3a DRAWING OF EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT USED TO OBTAIN
X-RAY CONFIRMATION OF PELLET VELOCITY
Fig. 2.3b X-RAY PHOTOGRAPH OBTAINED USING THE EXPERI_iENTAL
ARRANGEMENT OF Fig. 2.3a
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of the muzzle x-ray arrangement and in Figure 2.3b, the muzzle x-ray
record of laboratory shot No. 283 is presented.
The photograph shows the projectile in two positions on the plate,
one approximately four inches from the gun muzzle, and the other
approximately sixteen inches. The double exposure was obtained by pulsing
one x-ray head (in this case No. 2) some I0 _sec after the muzzle ion
trigger pulse, and in other (No. i) some 45 _sec after the ion trigger
pulse. The projectile velocity may be computed directly from this record
since the distance travelled by the projectile between the two x-ray pulses
may be obtained from the film record and the predetermined relation between
the real projectile position and its shadow cast on the film plate by the
x-ray beam.
2.2 PIEZO-BAR GAUGE DEVELOPMENT
The piezo-bar pressure gauge system developed during the contract
period NAS3-4190, has proven a reliable instrument for the measurement of
pressure in a plasma. An important feature of the gauge which has made
reliable pressure measurements possible in the highly ionized impact gas
clouds has been the separation of the pressure signal from an electrical
input from the cloud (Langmuir effect) by the inherent acoustic delay in
the pressure bar. The Langmuir signal is produced by a transfer of electrons
from the gas cloud to the metallic portions of the gauge, wetted by the
cloud, due to the relatively greater mobility of electrons in the metal.
If the Langmuir effect persists for a period of time greater than the
acoustic delay time of the front bar of the probe, it will combine with the
- I0-
signal resulting from the compression of the piezo-electric element of the
gauge since the recording and amplifying instruments cannot differentiate
between the charge output from the crystal and an electron transfer from the
cloud.
Careful grounding and insulation of the metallic parts of the gauge from
direct contact with the gas cloud eliminates muchof the Langmuir effect signal.
However, the erosive nature of the cloud produced by hypervelocity thin sheet
impact precludes absolute elimination of this effect by insulation alone. The
high input impedanceof the charge amplifiers used in conjunction with the bar
gaugeaids in the reduction of the effect, but in practice, complete elimination
of the Langmuir effect is not achieved by either method.
The effect of the electron transfer from the gas cloud to the gauge is
shownon the oscilloscope trace of Figure 2.4a. For this record, the probe
was placed on the flight axis, 6 ins (15.2 cms) downstreamof the bumper, and
the impact velocity was 26,100 ft/sec (7.95 km/sec). The trace was initiated
by the bumper impact trigger (confirmed by the STL image converter record of
Figure 2.4b) and the impact cloud madeinitial contact with the probe tip at
14 _sec after impact (determined from the B & W 192 high speed framing camera
records). Inspection of the pressure record trace shows that the first output
signal from the gauge system coincides with the first contact between the cloud
leading edge and the probe tip (i.e. at 1+14 _sec) and is the result of the
Langmuir effect. (The spike pulses observed immediately after the start of
the sweepare the five STL image converter frame trigger pulses which are
recorded on this trace by "pick-up" in the control signal cables.)
- Ii-
Fig. 2.4a Piezo-Bar Output Trace for Shot Number279. The Impact is
that of a 0.5 in.-Diao by 0.285 in.-Long Lexan Pellet on a 0.010 in. -
Thick Bumperat a Velocity of 26,100 ft/sec(7.95 km/sec). The Probe
was Located a Distance of 6 ins.(15.2 cm) Behind the Bumper. The
Horizontal Scale is 20 _secs/cm
Fig. 2.4b Five-Frame STL CameraSequenceof Shot Number279 (Sameas
in Fig. 2.10a). The Frames, From Bottom to Top, are Takenat O, 2, 7,
12 and 32 _secs After Impact.
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The pressure pulse record measuredby the piezo-bar gauge is delayed
approximately 31 _sec by the acoustic delay in the pressure bar, and appears
on this trace as the negative pulse commencingsome45 usec after impact.
The interference from the Langmuir effect, which produced the marked deflection
of the oscilloscope beamprior to the arrival of the pressure signal from the
gauge, makesaccurate interpretation of the pressure record difficult. The
characteristic pressure signal is clearly visible (as is an indication of the
reflected signal pulse 62 _sec after the commencementof the primary signal.)
However, without a constant "zero pressure" reference, accurate measurementof
the magnitude of the pressure signal is clearly impossible.
At the lower impact velocities, insulation and grounding appeared to
confine the Langmuir effect signal to an acceptably low level on many firings.
However, as pressure measurementswere attempted at higher and higher impact
velocities, it becameapparent that the Langmuir effect was increasing in magnitude
to the extent that the pressure measurementsobtained on manyshots were
meaningless. This phenomenonis undoubtedly due to the fact that the impact-
generated cloud is more highly ionized at the higher impact velocities. In
manycases the effect was so large that the oscilloscope trace was deflected
completely off scale.
To overcomethis problem, the piezo-bar gaugewas modified to provide an
independent but identical electrical path (filter probe) for the recording of
the Langmuir effect signal without interfering with the system as an instrument
for recording pressure. The modified gauge system, shownin Figure 2.5, has
- i3-
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two output terminals, one for monitoring the total output of the gauge system
(i.e. charge output from the piezo-electric crystal and electron transfer from
the impact cloud) and the other for monitoring electron transfer only. As may
be seen from the figure, the front bar of the filter probe is connected
electrically to the pressure bar of the main probe (through a low impedance
flexible wire). The potential of both front bars is thereby maintained at
essentially the same level, neglecting losses in the wire.
The result of this modification to the gauge system is demonstrated in
Figure 2_6. The shot conditions which produced the records shown in this
figure are identical to those of Figure 2.4, with the exception of a slightly
lower impact velocity (25,500 ft/sec (7.77 km/sec)). On the oscilloscope
record of this figure, the upper trace is the output of the main pressure probe
and the lower trace that of the filter probe. Using the filter probe output as
a guide, the Langmuir effect signal and the piezo-electric pressure signal which
combine to form the upper trace may now be separated.
The filter gauge output is seen to be approximately 20% lower than the
corresponding signal for the main gauge. In a "static" test of the modified
gauge system prior to range testing, a I00 kc square wave test signal was found
to suffer the same reduction through the filter probe.
The charge amplifiers used in conjunction with the piezo-bar gauge system
have continuously variable gain, so that in future tests the "total gain" of the
filter probe plus charge amplifier may be made equal to the total gain of the
main gauge system. Once the Langmuir effect response of the two sections of
- 15 -
FIG. 2.6a PIEZO-BAR OUTPUT TRACE (UPPER BEAM)
AND FILTER PROBE OUTPUT TRACE (LOWER BEAM)
FOR SHOT NUMBER 280.
The impact is that of a 0.5-in.(1.27 cm)
dia. by 0.285-in.(0.725 cm) long Lexan
pellet on a 0.010-in.(0.025 cm) thick
lead bumper at a velocity of 25,500 ft/sec
(7.77 km/sec). The probe was located a
distance of 6-in.(15.2 cm) behind the
bumper. The horizontal scale is 20 _sec/cm.
FIG. 2.6h FIVE-FRAME STL CAMERA SEQUENCE OF SHOT NUMBER 280
The frames, fron_ bottom to top, are taken
at O, 2, 7, 12 and 32 _sec after impact.
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the gauge system have been equalized, the two output signals from the gauge
system may be passed through a differential amplifier and subtracted electronically.
The resulting signal displayed on an oscilloscope beam will then be the output
of the piezo-electric crystal element alone, with all external electrical
signals eliminated.
- 17-
3.0
3.1
EXPERIMENTAL TESTS AND ANALYSIS
MULTIFOIL WITNESS SHEETS
In compliance with a specific request from the LeRC Project Monitor,
a series of firings was conducted in which an 0.01 ins (0.025 cms) lead
bumper sheet and six 0.050 ins (0.127 cms) 2024 aluminum witness sheets were
arranged as shown in the sketch of Figure 3.1. The projectile in each case
was a Lexan cylinder 0.50 ins (1.27 cms) in diameter and 0.285 ins (0.725 cms)
long, impacting against the lead bumper at velocities between 20,000 and 30,000
ft/sec (6.1 and 9.15 km/sec). The specific configuration selected, viz 3 ins
(7.61 cms) spacing between the bumper and first witness sheet and 2 ins (5.08 cms)
between witness sheets, was specified by the LeRC Project Monitor.
A number of photographic records are presented in Figures 3.2 through 3.5
and the data from the test series are recorded in Table 3.1. Beckman and
Whitley Model 192 framing camera and STL Model ID image converter camera records
were obtained for the majority of the tests conducted in this series.
In Table 3.1, the witness sheet damage is tabulated; the numbers in the
table ascribed to each witness sheet refer to the mean diameter of the perforation
produced in each plate. In general, the damage to the witness sheets was not
in the form of a circular hole punched in the sheet. The characteristic damage
pattern consisted of a small amount of actual material loss from the witness
sheets due to punch-out, spallation or erosion. The large hole was produced
by the petalling of the plate along radial tears originating from the center
of the damaged zone. The photograph of Figure 3.2b shows the characteristic
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FIG. 3.1b Photograph of the Experimental Arrangement for
the Multi-foil Experiments
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(a)
(b)
FIG. 3.2a and b PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE LEAD BUMPER
AND THE FIRST FOUR ALUMINUM PLATES OF THE
MULTI-FOIL ARRANGEMENT AFTER SHOT NUMBER 260.
The impact is that of a 0.50-in.
(1.27 cm) dia. by 0.285-in.(0.725 cm)
long Lexan pellet on a 0.010-in.
(0.025 cm) thick lead bumper at a
velocity of 25,050 ft/sec (7.77 km/sec)°
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(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Fig. 3.2 c to f INDIVIDUALPHOTOGRAPHSOF THEFIRST
FOURALUMINUMPLATESOF SHOTNUMBER260
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t = 7.01 t = 8.57
t = 12.45
4
t = 13.25
Fig. 3.4 Beckman and Whitley Model 192 Framing Camera Sequence
of Shot Number 269
The impact is that of a 0.50-in.(1.27 cm) dia. by 0.285-in.(0.725 cm)
long LeMan pellet on a 0.010-in.(0.025 cm) thick lead bumper at a
velocity of 30,250 ft/sec (9.22 km/sec). The first two aluminum
plates of the multi-foil arrangement are visible. The indicated
times are in _isec after impact.
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t = 14.8 t = 17.1
t = 21.8 t = 24.2
Fig. 3.4 continued
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t = 25.7 t = 28.0
t = 31.9 t = 38.9
Fig. 3.4 continued
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Fig° 3o5a Five-Frame STL CameraSequenceof Shot Number253
The impact is that of a 0.50-in.(1.27 cm) dia. by 0.285-in.(0.725 cm)
long Lexan pellet on a 0.010-in. (0.025 cm) thick lead bumperat a velocity
of 23,750 ft/sec (7.24 km/sec). The first four aluminum plates of the
multi-foil arrangement are visible. The frames, from bottom to top, are
taken at O, i, 3, 8 and 13 sec after impact.
Fig. 3.5b Five-Frame STL CameraSequenceof Shot Number269
The impact is that of a 0.50-in.(io27 cm) dia. by 0.285-in.(0.725 cm) long
Lexan pellet on a 0.010-in.(0o025 cm) thick lead bumperat a velocity of
30,250 ft/sec (9.22 km/sec). The first two aluminumplates of the multi-
foil arrangement are visible. The frames, from bottom to top, are taken
at 0, 2, 7, 12 and 32 sec after impact.
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damage pattern to the plate assembly. Damage to the individual sheets is
shown (front view only) in the following four photographs of this figure.
Figure 3.2a is a photograph of the lead bumper plate from this firing (260).
The mean "hole" diameter in the first witness sheet from this series is seen
to be approximately 6.5 ins (16.5 cms) (from Figure 3.2c and Table 2.1).
However, if the petals forming the "hole" are flattened out, the resultant hole
diameter involving actual material loss from the plate is less than about 2 ins
(5 cms).
The complete series of photographs obtained with the B & W Model 192
camera from shot number 260 is presented in Figure 3.3. This figure consists
of 70 individual photographs showing the impact of the projectile against the
bumper plate, the formation and expansion of the "debris" cloud, and the
subsequent interaction between the cloud and the first two witness sheets. As
can be seen from this series, the i_pact cloud makes contact with the first
bumper sheet (frame 13) some 7.6 _isec after the impact of the projectile against
the bumper plate (frame 4), indicating an average cloud velocity of 34,000 ft/sec
(10.4 km/sec). The first witness sheet is penetrated in the interval between
frames 16 and 17, and the secondary expansion cloud contacts the second witness sheet
at approximately frame 28 or 29. The mean cloud velocity in this interval is
then approximately 17,000 ft/sec (5.2 km/sec) (assuming 2 ins (5.1 cms) spacing
and 12 elapsed frames). Penetration of the second witness sheet by what
appears to be a fragment from the first witness sheet, is seen to occur in the
region of frame 39_ Actual contact between the tertiary expansion clouds and
- 33-
the third witness sheet is not seen in this series. By frame 70, the cloud
appears to have travelled approximately I ins (2.5 cms) indicating that the
average cloud velocity has been reduced to approximately 4,000 ft/sec (1.2 km/sec).
A more detailed picture of the flow characteristics of the primary and
secondary expansion clouds may be seen in lhe selected and enlarged photographs
of Figure 3.4. In this series, the experimental conditions were similar to
those of Figure 3.3, except that the impact velocity was 30,000 ft/sec
(9.15 km/sec) rather than the 25,000 ft/sec (7.61 km/sec) of the previous ease.
The first two frames of this series, 7.01 and 8.57 _Lsecafter impact respec
tively, showcontact between the primary cloud and the first witness sheet; Lhe
bright flash evident at the interface between the cloud and the sheet surface
of the first witness sheet is seen to occur between frames 3 and 4, approximately
6 l Jsec after initial contact is madebetween the cloud and the first witqess
sheet. This latter observation implies that the peak pressure in the impact cloud
occurs on the cloud centerline and, at the spacing, approximately at the center
of the cloud. The pressure records obtained with the piezo-bar pressure gauge
substantiate this observation.
The balance of the photographs in this series (Figure 3.4) shows the
penetration of the first witness sheet, the reflection of the primary ctoud from
the first witness sheet, the early stages of the petalling failure mode, and the
formation of the secondary expansion cloud. The observation is made that the
reflected cloud is self-luminous (frames 6 to 8), and that an "impact flash"
similar to that formed on the surface of the first witness sheet is formed on
the back side of the bumpersheet by the reflected primary cloud.
Figure 3.5 is presented to show typical coverage of the multifoil firings
- 34-
obtained with the STLModel ID image converter camera. Frames3 and 4 of
Figure 3.5b are of particular interest since they are photographs of the
cloud shownin Figure 3_4 and correspond very closely in time to frames 1
and 3 of that figure.
The photographs presented in this series (Figures 3.2 to 3.5) are graphic
examples of the importance of high speed camera coverage of the impact process.
Figures 3.3 and 3.4, in particular, show the failure modesof the witness sheets.
For example, Figure 3.4 indicates petalling angular velocities of the order of
40,000 radians per second in the first witness sheet (frames 4 through ii) after
initial penetration of the plate. In Figure 3.3 (frames 31 through 48)
evidence of penetration of the second witness sheet by fragments torn from the
first sheet is seen. This latter observation is substantiated by inspection
of the witness sheet assembly after a firing. In general, molten fragments
of aluminum are found attached to the last one or two plates damagedby the
process.
While no attempt has been madehere to present a full analysis of the data
obtained in this series, it is clear that even a cursory study of the data yields
insight into the failure modesof the witness sheets. The modeof failure of
the first witness sheet is seen to be that of initial penetration of the plate
by the high pressure central core of the gas cloud, followed by extensive
petalling. A much larger hole than that due to penetration alone is formed
by the petalling action, as was observed in Figure 3.2b. During the petalling
process, the individual petals are driven with such force that their angular
velocity is sufficient to induce a tension failure in the material. A simplified
- 35 -
analysis, neglecting petal shearing forces, shows that a peak pressure of less
than i0,000 psi acting over less than 20 lJsec is sufficient to induce the
observed petal angular velocity and angular displacement. The resulting
centrifugal force in the petal is also shownto exceed the tensile strength
of aluminum, thereby causing fragments to be torn from the petal tips.
A muchmore detailed analysis of the experimental findings, and more
specific experimental investigations are required before detailed conclusions
regarding the precise failure modesof the witness sheets can be made. The
results presented in this section, however, should assist in the formulation
of a theoretical model to predict the behaviour of a thin secondary surface,
once the impulse from the primary expansion cloud has been specified.
As the multifoil system has been proposed as an alternative to the
double wall structure it is important to commenton the relative merits of the
two schemes. At low velocities such that the projectile will not be vaporized
by the outer skin or shield, the multifoil system represents a viable concept.
The penetrating power of a debris cloud consisting of small particles tends to
remain constant with downstreamspacing as damageis caused by individual punctures.
Hence each thin sheet serves to dissipate the penetration capability of the
debris, finally rendering it harmless.
A true vapor cloud, on the other hand, rapidly loses penetration
capability with downstreamspacing due to the decay of gas pressure occasioned
by the radial expansion process. In round number260, the multifoil system
was penetrated up to plate numberfour, located 9 ins (22.9 cms) downstreamof
- 36-
3.2
the lead bumper. In an identical firing in which plates one, two and three
were removed, integrity of plate numberfour was preserved. Thus no gain in
protection has been achieved by the introduction of the additional upstream
plates. It then appears that at impact velocities sufficiently high to create
a true vapor cloud, the multifoil system represents an unnecessarily heavy
protection schemeand that the double wall system is much to be preferred.
BUMPER THICKNESS EFFECTS
Pressure probe data from almost all impacts have revealed the presence of
two distinct peaks in the center line profile. The previous final report
(CR-54857) advanced two possible explanations for the existence of the second
peak. The first explanation was the "engulfing theory". It was postulated
that if a light material such as Lexan were to impact upon a dense material such
as lead, the escape velocities of the shocked materials might be sufficiently
different as to permit the more volatile Lexan to flow past and engulf the lead.
Thus the first peak would correspond to the Lexan material while the second would
correspond to the more slowly moving lead. Some substantation of this hypothesis
was obtained in the form of good correlation between the calculated velocities
of the two peaks and those determined experimentally.
Double peaks were observed, however, in like material impacts of Lexan on
Lexan. In such a case the engulfing theory can offer no explanation in terms
of mismatch. Consequently we have turned to the second hypothesis which suggests
that the first peak is due to vapourized material while the second, slower peak
corresponds to a particle-dominated flow resulting from incompletely vapourized
- 37-
portions of the projectile. Thus we visualize the debris cloud as consisting
of several material phases, i.e. a volatile gas phase capable of rapid free
expansion and an inertia dominated mixture of solid and liquid phases. The gas
phase will correspond to projectile and bumpermaterial that has been processed
by the initially strong wave system while the solid and liquid phases will
correspond to material processed by a wave system that has been weakenedby
radial and axial rarefactions. We then expect that the rapidly expanding gas
phase will cause the first pressure peak to decay with downstreamspacing while
the solid/liquid debris will be characterized by a pressure peak that depends
only weakly on downstreamspacing. Exactly such behaviour is observed in
Figure 3°6. This series of photographs depicts pressure traces recorded at
probe spacings of 3 ins. (7.61 cms), 6 ins. (15.24 cms), 9 ins. (77.86 cms) and
12 ins. (30.5 cms). The cloud was produced in each case by the impact of a
Lexan projectile onto an 0.005 ins. (0.0127 cms) lead bumperat 25,000 ft/sec
(7.6 km/sec).
It would be expected that utilization of a thicker bumperwould sustain
the initial high impact pressure for a longer time, thus reducing the amount of
unvapourized material. In order to verify this conclusion we conducted a series
of firings of Lexan projectiles into lead bumperswhose thicknesses varied
between 0.002 ins. (0.005 cms) and 0.020 ins. (0.051 cms). The impact velocity
was 25,000 ft/sec (7.7 km/sec) and the probe spacing was 6 ins. (15.2 cms).
The pressure profiles are shownin Figure 3.7.
Wesee that the second peak is not present for the thicker bumpersheets.
As the bumperthickness decreases the second peak increases in magnitude, and
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at the minimum thickness bumper it essentially dominates the flow.
Additional evidence in support of the argument that the second peak is
due to incomplete vaporization of the projectile can be found in the nature
and apparent velocity of the second peak. The pressure records of Figure 3.6
show the second pressure pulse to be the result of a disturbance travelling
at approximately 20,000 ft/sec (6.1 km/sec), 5,000 ft/sec (1.5 km/sec), less
than the mean impact velocity. In addition, the pulse shape remains essential-
ly sharp, indicating little or no expansion over the 12 ins. (30°5 cms) spacing
covered by the pressure probes.
The experimental observations are in good agreement with the one-dimen-
sional analysis of the projectile shock decay due to axial relaxation of the
shocked projectile material (Reference 3.4). In this analysis it was shown
that the Lexan projectile impacting against a 0.005 ins. (0.012 cms) thick lead
bumper at 25,000 ft/sec (7.6 km/sec) would be completely vaporized only if the
projectile length did not exceed 0.18 ins. (0.46 cms). For a longer projectile
the shocked state enthalpy was shown to fall below the material vaporization
energy, resulting in incomplete vaporization and fragmentation of the balance
of the projectile (Figures 3.8 to 3.10). The analysis also showed that a full
strength projectile shock would act only on the first ten bumper thicknesses
(.05 ins) (0.13 cms) of the projectile, after which the decay process would
begin to weaken the shock. It was assumed in this analysis that ¥ = 3, and
that the critical shocked state pressure for complete vaporization was
1.5 x 106 psi (the vaporization energy of Lexan plastic is not well known,
it has been established only that it lies between the limits of 3 x I0 I0 and
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3,3
1.5 x 1011 erg/gm).
In Figure 3.11 two additional pressure traces obtained during this series
are presented. In Figure 3.11a the pressure trace shown is that from the
impact of a 0.285 ins. (0.725 cms) long Lexan projectile onto a 0.010 ins.
(0.025 cms) thick lead bumper at 30,200 ft/sec (9.20 km/sec). Note that a
single pressure peak only is observed. At this velocity the one-dimensional
analysis predicts that a total projectile length of 0.50 ins. (1.27 cms)
(50 bumper thicknesses) will be completely vaporized. One pressure peak should
therefore be expected, and one was observed.
Further substantiation of the incomplete vaporization explanation of
the double peak pressure profile is seen when the pressure profiles for the
impact of a Lexan projectile against a 0.010 ins. (0.025 cms) bumper at impact
velocities of 30,000 and 25,000 ft/sec (9.15 and 7.62 km/sec) are compared.
The second peak is observed only for the lower velocity case. The calculation
of the shocked state enthalpy for the higher velocity case in the region near
the rear face of the projectile indicates that complete vaporization is probable
for this case.
IMPULSE LOADING ON SECONDARY SURFACE
Two series of firings were conducted in order to obtain secondary surface
pressure distributions. The first consisted of firings of Lexan projectiles,
0.5 ins. (1.27 cms) in diameter by 0.285 ins. (0.725 cms) long, onto Lexan
bumpers 01030 ins. (0.076 cms) thick at velocities between 24,000 ft/sec
(7.31 km/sec) and 30,000 ft/sec (9.15 km/sec). The witness sheet was spaced
between 3 ins. (7.6 cms) and 12 ins. (30.5 cms) downstream of the bumper. The
- 45 -
le---20 _sec
Fig. 3.11a Piezo-Bar Output Trace (Upper Beam)and Filter Probe Output Trace
(Lower Beam) for Shot Number300. The Impact is that of a 0.5 in.(1.27 cm) -
Dia. by 0.285 in.(0o725 cm) - Long Lexan Pellet on a 0.010 in.(0.254 mm)-
Thick Lead Bumperat a Velocity of 30,164 ft/sec (9.19 km/sec). The Probe
was Located a Distance of 6 ins.(15o2 cm) Behind the Bumper. The Vertical
Scale is 25,000 psi/cm and the Hozizontal Scale is 20 _ecs/cm.
Fig. 3.11b Subtracted Pressure Signal for Shot Number299. The Impact is that
of a 0.5 in.-Dia, by 0.285 in. - Long Lexan Pellet on a 0.010 in. - Thick Lead
Bumperat a Velocity of 30,100 ft/sec (9.17 km/sec). The Probe was Located
a Distance of 3 ins. Behind the Bumper. The Vertical Scale is 42,800 psi/cm
and the Horizontal Scale is i0 _ecs/cm.
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second series was identical with the first except that the bumperwas replaced
by a lead sheet 0°010 ins. (0.025 cms) thick.
The experimental arrangement is shownin Figure 3.12. The secondary surface
was an aluminum plate of thickness 0.25 ins. (0.64 cms). The four gauges were
mounted in a horizontal plane, the tips being flush with the front of the secon-
dary surface.
An exampleof one firing record of a Lexan/lead impact showing four pressure
traces, the secondary surface and the cloud photographs is shown in Figure 3.13.
The surface of Figure 3.14 represents the total pressure profile variation with
time as the expansion cloud impacts against the secondary surface. The dotted
lines on the profile surface "parallel" to the time axis are the three pressure
traces obtained from Figure 3.13. Pressure is measuredvertically from the
zero pressure plane which contains the time and radial spacing axes, and which
is outlined by the heavy line forming the base of the surface. Constant pres-
sure profiles at intervals of 2,000 psi are shownon the figure as "horizontal"
contours.
By integration of the pressure pulse over space and time one may calculate
the total impulse experienced by the secondary surface. Such a calculation
ignores the presence of any discrete particles in the flow. However, their
contribution to the total impulse is expected to be small.
At any time after impact the cloud radius at the second surface may be
determined photographically as R (t).
TP
I = 2 _ _ dt
Jo
Then the total impulse is given by
Ji(t) rp(r) dr
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For the purpose of numerical integration we calculated the total
force at a series of times and approximated the total impulse by
= rp (r) dr
i
O
The values of I determined in this manner are tabulated in Tables
3.2 and 3.3 for the Lexan/Lexan and Lexan/lead series respectively.
It is observed experimentally that the pressure distribution in a
completely vapourized cloud may be approximated by a Gaussian in space
and in time. Therefore we express the pressure distribution in the
following manner.
2
p (r,t) = Po exp {- mr - B(t - t )2}0
where r is the radial spacing, t is the time and Po is the peak pressure
on the centerline (i.e. at r = o and t = t ) and _, 8 are constants to
O
be determined.
The values of the constants a, B can be determined from plots of log
2 )2P/Po versus r (t - t respectively. Thus having determined theO
constants in the expression, the value for the total pressure integrated
over all time and space can be obtained.
rp (r,t) dO dr dt = I
where I is total impulse and is given by
I = _Po _/B
The results of this approach are given in Table 3.4. The total impulse
for the Lexan/lead series obtained by this method agrees with that obtained
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3.4
by the numerical technique, although the values are consistently smaller.
This is to be expected as no secondary peaks are included in the latter
analysis. However, these secondary pulses could be included in a more elaborate
mathematical expression which would give a _, _er agreement.
The lack of agreement in the Lexan/Lexan series is due to the large
secondary peak which corresponds to a particle-dominated flow resulting from
incomplete vaporization of the projectile (see Section 3.2).
BAR ANb D_SC IMPACTS
A series of shots was performed, projecting cylindrical pellets onto
cylindrical bumpers which were either comparatively thin (discs) or compara-
tively thick (bars). Projectile lengths were typically 0.5-in. (1.27-cm)
while bumper thicknesses were 0.083-in. (0.21-cm) for discs and 1-in. (2.54-cm)
for bars. The impacts were of like materials, namely Lexan on Lexan. Good
Beckman and Whitley photographic records were obtained for some of these.
Fig. 3.15 shows a time sequenced study of an impact onto a disc and Fig. 3.16
shows impact onto a bar. From the photographic records one is able to study
visually shock propagation in the impacting media. One makes the assumption
that as the shock wave progresses into either the pellet (Fig. 3.15) or the
target bar (Fig. 3.16) the processed material behind it immediately expands
into the ambient vacuum. One also supposes that the shock wave remains planar
so that one-dimensional behavior is observed. Consequently, the position of
the shock wave is considered to be indicated by the boundary separating solid
from radially expanding material. The photographic data were reduced on a
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magnifying comparator and plotted in the one-dimensional wave diagram form
of Fig. 3.17 (see Figs. 3.18 to 3.23). All quantities refer to the center-
line of the cylindrical pellet.
t
Pellet _ _.,p_,.
// / r Escape t_ront
7 Y
Figure 3.17 _Jave Diagram i_or Impact Process
The surfaces which may be located photographically are the escape surfaces
and the shock waves. We use the following notation: impact velocity = V;
velocity of pellet shock = _p ; velocity of bumper shock =_B ; velocity of
pellet escape front U ; velocity of bumper escape front U All
esc_p esc,B "
velocities are relative to the laboratory in which the bumper is initially
at rest.
The data of Figs. 3.18 to 3.23 were analyzed on the basis of a one-
dimensional hydrodynamic model (Ref. 4). In such a model the shocked density,
pressure and velocity in the two media together with the shock wave velocities
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FIG. 3.18 Experimental Distance Time Diagram for Shot 528
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FIG. 3.22 Experimental Distance Time Diagram for Shot 539
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FIG. 3.23 Experimental Distance Time Diagram for Shot 544
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constitute eight unknowns. From the continuity of pressure and particle
velocity across the contact surface separating projectile and target media,
and from the conservation of mass and momentum across each of the shock
waves, one may determine the unknowns as functions of the shocked to un-
shocked density ratio in each medium. This may be done without reference
to an equation of state. For the shots under consideration, the Mach number
of the shock waves were of the order of 6 to 7 so that the wave may be
regarded as a strong wave. If one wishes to use the ideal gas equation of
state then one may write, in the strong shock approximation:
Pfinal =
Pinitlal y-i
3.4.1
where y is the polytropic gas constant. One may in any case make this
identification so that the shocked quantities and the shock velocities are
written in terms of the unknown y
material impact
. One has, in particular, for a like
_B -- _+i 3.4.2
-- 4
V
and _ = 3_E.y- 3.4.3
--_ 4
V
Since the ratios on the left hand sides of equations (3.4.2), (3.4.3)
may be determined from Figs. 3.18 to 3.23, values of ¥ may be established
empirically. It is to be expected that values of Y determined in this way
will produce nearly correct values for the density ratio (3.4.1) and for the
- 66-
shocked pressure:
p = _+I Pinitial V 3.4.4
8
Somedeviation may be expected as the impact process will not be truly
one-dimensional and the radial relaxation effects are not taken into account
by this simple model. As a check on the one-dimensional nature of the process
one may comparethe density ratio determined from shock speed measurements
with the ratio determined by estimating the compression directly from the
photographs. The agreement is very good. In shot 544 (Fig. 3.23) for example,
the density ratio from shock wave velocity measurementsis 1.55 while that
from compression measurmentsis 1.59. The values of Y determined from
measurmentsof wave speeds therefore enable one to specify the Hugoniot
relation for the impacted material.
It is important to determine whether or not the value of Y determined
via (3.4.2), (3.4.3) maybe actually interpreted as the polytropic gas con-
stant in the ideal equation of state governing the compressedstates of the
impact process. A suitable test is provided by measurementof the escape
velocities of projectile and target media along the impact velocity axis. A
simple wave theory of expansion (Ref.5) predicts the following for a like
material impact in which no shock decay occurs:
, 3.4.5
Uese_ = ! + ] Y
V 2 _ 2( y-i)
and
IJ
1 l ",'
V = "2 -I,/ 2(y-l) 3.4.6
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As in equations (3.4.2), (3.4.3), the left hand sides of equations
(3.4.5), (3.4.6), may be determined from Figs. 3.18 to 3.23. Values of
determined in this way may then be comparedwith the previous values for
consistency. It is to be emphasized that equations (3.4.2), (3.4.3) do not
depend on the equation of state, whereas (3.4.5) and (3.4.6) were derived
under the explicit assumption of an ideal gas equation of state. In Fig.
3.24 we have plotted mB and-Ues,pas functions of ¥.
V- ---v
Due to the scattering of data in Figs. 3.18 to 3.23, the velocities
determined in this way for the shock waves are accurate only to within 5 to
10%. An additional source of error in the Beckman and Whitley velocities
arises from the determination of the interframe time. This may be alleviated
by using the very accurate x-ray measurements to correct the Beckman velocities
shot by shot.
In Table 3.5, we have reduced the graphical data of Figs. 3.18 to 3.23
to the velocities of the various waves and surfaces. (After correction by x-
ray data).
TABLE 3.5
All Velocities are in ft/sec x 104
V U U W W
Shot No. es_B e s,p p B
528 2.16 4.03 - - -
529 2.09 i. 64 - I. 09 -
533 1.8 - - 1.33 -
538 2. 015 i. 87 0.89 i. 25 -
539 1.87 - 2.06 0.476 -
544 2.57 - O. 99 O. 94 3.62
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The data in Table 3.5 were further reduced by equations (3.4.2),
(3.4.3); (3.4.5) and (3.4.6) to determine values of y . These values
are listed in Table 3.6 in the column appropriate to their derivation.
We h_ve used a dash to indicate lack of source data while a question mark
indicates that no physically real value of Y could be found to agree with
the source data.
TABLE 3.6
y Determined from
Shot No. U U W W
es, B es,p p B
528 1.35 - - -
529 ? ? 5.1 -
533 - - 5.97 -
538 ? 2.3 5.53 -
539 1.22 4.05 -
544 2.8 4.5 4.65
As noted in eqLl:,tions (3.4.5), (3.4.6) the assumption has been made that
no attenuation of the pellet shock has occurred. Obviously this c_innot be
true of the radial atte,uation p_oduced by lateral expansLon, llowever, such
an effect is not taken into account in a o_e-dimensional approximation. The
model is capable, however, of commenting on attenuation due to the rarefaction
generated at the bumper free surface. If 6 is the bumper thickness, the bumper
rarefaction will overtake the pellet shock at a time t a£ter impact where
2- 411 - T(y-l_]
t = y+l 2 ,_
+
Consequently from equation (3.4.3) the minimum pellet length for decay to occur
is given by
2 4 [i- / ]
' 22 j ¥ (y-l)' 4
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For a value of "_ equal to 6, £/6 is found to be 4,658. A smaller value
of y would give a smaller value of£/6 so that we have used the largest likely
value of ¥ Consequently, shot number533 (Fig. 3.18) should involve
shock decay as this length criterion is more than satisfied. According to
a one-dimensional finite difference model (Ref.5), although the subsequent decay
in the shock pressure will be rapid, the trajectory of the pellet shock will
deviate from a straight line very slightly. Hencewe do not expect the
graphical data (Figs. 3.18 to 3.23) to reveal any shock deceleration.. This
would appear to contradict equation (3.4.4) which indicates that the value of
p is dependent only on the compression which will be constant. However, p is
coupled implicitly to the velocity of particles behind the shock. Equation
(3.4.4) is only valid when there is no shock decay so that the shocked particle
velocity for a like material impact is given by V One should note, however2
that the presence of axial decay in the strength of the pellet shock will in-
validate the simple wave formula for the escape front velocity (equations 3.4.5.
and 3.4.6). Also, as Zwarts has pointed out (Ref. 6), the y used in the density
ratio formula is really a value averaged over all states intermediate between the
initial and final states. The value of _ used for the escape front velocities,
on the other hand, refers exclusively to the impacted states. Consequently,
even if the ideal gas formula governs the thermodynamicsof the impacted media,
one may expect inconsistencies in the values of "f appropriate to the different
phenomena.
From Table 3.6 we conclude that there is, in fact, very little correlation
between values of ¥ determined from shock wave velocities and those determined
from escape speeds. In somecases no physically realY may be found to produce
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the observed value of the escape speed. This may be due to shock decay
as noted above. However, it is extremely unlikely that axial decay of the
pellet shock occurs in shot number544 as the bumper is three times the length
of the pellet. Also, the escape speed of the pellet free surface is determined
from data consisting of several measurementswith comparatively little scatter.
But the values of y in shot number544 determined from the two shock wave
velocities agree very poorly with those determined from the escape speedmeasure-
ments.
The value of y determined from equations (3.4.2), (3.4.3) have been
plotted in Fig. 3.25 vs impact velocity. The trend is quite consistent except
for that value of y corresponding to shot number539 which is too low. But
as is apparent from Fig. 3.22, the data for the pellet shock in shot number539
scatters considerably. The decreasing value of Y as the impact velocity
increases indicates increasing compression with increasing impact velocity.
Thus although the initial shocks may be regarded as being strong, we cannot
describe the Hugoniot in terms of an ideal gas formulation, at least within the
range of velocity discussed above. In order to employ an ideal gas Hugoniot
it would be necessary that the polytropic exponent vary only slightly with
velocity. It would be of great interest to extend the data to include higher
velocities to see whether y actually does approach a limiting value within the
experimental velocity regime.
In Fig. 3.26 we have plotted out the pressure against the compression to
determine the Hugoniot relation for the shocked states in Lexan. It is
recognized, of course, that the present data is limited both in quantity and
in accuracy. It would be most desirable to instrument a target to determine
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3,5
the shock velocity more accurately and also to verify the assumption that
the shock position is indeed denoted by the radial expansion boundary.
In Fig. 3.27 we have presented the data in a different form. For
most materials the relationship between the shock velocity w , and the
s
shocked particle velocity, u , takes the form
P
= C + SB
s p
This linear relationship is valid over a wide range of shock strengths.
SHAPE EFFECTS
The series of firings in which lexan projectiles with conical and in-
verted conical front faces were impacted against lead bumper sheets, and the
results compared with firings of cylindrical projectiles of the same mass
yielded interesting results from both cloud pressure measurements and secon-
dary damage distributions.
The program consisted of firing five projectile shapes, each having the
same total mass, against 0.010 in. (0.25 cm) lead bumper sheets and comparing
the spray and pressure distributions on a secondary surface. The projectile
shapes are shown in Fig. 3.28 along with some representative centerline pres-
sure profiles.
The inverted cone impacts are seen to "focus" the cloud material along
the cloud centerline, whereas, the "pointed" projectiles resulted in sub-
stantially lower centerline peak pressures. These observations are in direct
opposition to results predicted by numerical analyses which do not consider
impact velocities sufficiently high to produce material vaporization, but are
in good agreement with more recent calculations by Riney (Ref. 7) for impact
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velocities above minimum material vaporization requirements. The inverted
cone impacts, in addition to concentrating the cloud material along the cloud
centerline as shown by the pressure profile measurements and the witness
plate damage, produced a high concentration of particles in a narrow region
around the cloud core. The witness sheet damage observations showed that
the "particle ring" diameter depended on the impact velocity as well as on
the projectile shape. No particle concentrations were observed from the
pointed projectiles, or from the control cylindrical projectile at the higher
velocities.
That the particle ring concentration was less severe for the higher
velocity impact cases suggests that shape effects may be less important at
meteoroid velocities than at the lower velocities which are obtainable in the
laboratory. At meteoroid velocities, the shocked state enthalpies of both
projectile and bumper are much greater than the material vaporization energies;
thus the generation of particles by incomplete vaporization of the projectile
is not very likely. Particles originating from diffraction of the bumper
shock will undoubtedly still be present in the cloud. However, results in the
laboratory velocity range have shown that cloud particle sizes decrease with
velocity. The fine"particles" produced when the shocked state enthalpy falls
just below that required for vaporization appear to behave in a manner similar
to the "true gas cloud", but with substantially lower expansion rates. These
observations agree qualitatively with the observation by Murphy, based on his
strip model theory, that shape effects should not be a dominant factor at
meteoroid velocities, provided that the vehicle skin is separated from the
bumper by several projectiles (or meteoroid) diameters.
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4.0 THEORY
The theoretical studies carried out during the contract period have been
reported in detail in References 5 and 8. This report contains a brief
summaryof these studies. In addition, sometheoretical results are presented
in Sections 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 for comparison with experimental impact data.
The approximate strip model and the potentially more accurate finite
difference model, the two theoretical approaches developed previously, have
both been improved during the past year. The mathematical basis of the strip
model has remained unaltered, however, the presence of bowwaves and a variable
have been incorporated. A graphical print-out has also been incorporated
into the program. The one-dimensional portion of the finite difference model
was developed further during the course of this contract. The mathematical
difficulties with the long term stability and the "jitters", associated with
Von Neuman'sartificial viscosity, have been overcome.
The theoretical effort has been largely devoted to a more accurate deter-
mination of the initial shocked conditions and expansion state relationships,
including escape velocities. This work is applicable to both models and is
presented in Section 4.1. The present state of the finite difference model
is presented in Section 4.2, and that of the strip model in Section 4.3.
4.1 IMPACT SHOCKED AND EXPANDED STATES
MODEL RESTRICTIONS
The theoretical models developed are only applicable to a hypervelocity
impact under the following conditions:
i) The impact occurs in a vacuum°
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2) The pellet velocity is great enough to generate sufficient
energy to vaporize the impacting pellet material and that
portion of the target material punchedout by the pellet.
3) The pellet is cylindrical, and impacts on the target at a
plane normal to the axis of the pellet and its velocity
vector.
4) The pellet diameter is of the sameorder as its length,
and the target thickness is less than i/i0 the pellet
diameter.
In addition to the above initial restrictions placed on the model, it should
be noted that for meteoroid protection systems, the emphasis is placed on the
downstreamexpansion cloud characteristics some5 to 50 pellet diameters
downstreamof the target.
A description of the impact and expansion processes will not be repeated
here (Ref. 8), however, the implications of the restrictions are discussed as
they provide the foundation for the theoretical determination of the shocked
and expanded states.
A meteoroid impact in space occurs in a vacuum. This simplifies the
boundary conditions, as the escape front velocities will remain constant
once they have been initially determined. The initial determination of the
escape velocities is thus extremely important in the prediction of the down-
stream expansion cloud characteristics. Experimental impacts are carried out
at i0 -I to 10-2 torr. At these pressures the meanfree path of the molecules
is such that they have negligible effect on the expansion front, and indeed
- 8O 4
constant velocity escape fronts are observed.
At meteoroid velocities, 65,000 ft/sec (20 km/sec), sufficient kinetic
energy is available to vaporize most materials. At experimental impact
velocities, 26,000 - 32,000 ft/sec (8-10 km/sec), the initial kinetic energy
is sufficient to vaporize only a few materials with low vaporization energies
(Section 3.2). If only the initial portions of the impacted materials are
vaporized, little difference will be observed in the experimental photographs
of the downstreamexpansion cloud. However, differences will showup in the
experimental pressure traces. At meteoroid velocities vaporization energy is
a small portion of the total energy and maybe neglected without introducing
appreciable error. For experimental impacts the vaporization energy is
important and must be considered.
The cylindrical geometry of the pellet, and axi-symmetrical expansion
assumedfor the models, were obtained for the experimental impacts analysed.
Wecannot, of course, expect these assumptions to be valid in the case of
a meteoroid impact. The model's geometrical restrictions do not limit its
general application in analysing a meteoroid protection system. Oblique
impacts should be less hazardous than normal impacts and therefore a design
based on normal impact is conservative for a meteoroid protection system.
The pellet geometry will not affect the downstreamexpansion flow appreciably
at distances beyond five pellet diameters downstream. The geometry will
influence the amount of upstream flow. At experimental impact velocities,
where upstream expansion flow is important, a spherical pellet impact will
result in more upstream expansion flow than a cylindrical normal impact. In
either case the large amount of upstream flow experimentally observed cannot
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be predicted by the strip model.
A thin target impact model allows assumptions to be madewhich greatly
simplify the mathematics of the model. First, a one-dimensional analysis may
be used during the time the pellet is being shocked. This will introduce very
little error in predicting the do_mstreamexpansion cloud at later times.
Secondly, curvature of the pellet s_ock and diffraction of the target shock
maybe neglected. (Reference 8).
The implications of the above restrictions, along with the usual homo-
geneous, inviscid fluid assumption for hydrodynamic impact models (Reference 9),
provide the foundation for the thin target impact model. It nowremains to
determine the shocked pressure (p), density ( 0 ), internal energy (e) and
velocity (u), and their relationship during the expansion process. Most of
the recent theoretical effort has been devoted to this problem.
Energy Conversions
The shock conditions may be determined directly from the conservation
equations, experimental Hugoniot data for the density ratio Ps /Po , and a
one-dimensional shock decay analysis. The method is discussed in detail in
Reference 8. A summary of the method is presented here.
Figure 4.1 shows schematically the energy conversions which would occur
for a small element, located symmetrically about the impact interface, during
the impact shock and expansion processes. Initially before impact, the pellet
half of the element would have a total energy equal to ½V 2, and the target
half zero energy. The enthalpy of the unshocked pellet and target material
were neglected. A like material impact was assumed to simplify the analysis.
Unlike material impacts are discussed in Reference 8.
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On impact the shocks generated (Figure 4.2) must compress and accelerate
the target material portion of the element, and compress and decelerate the
pellet material. For a like material impact an equal mass of target and
pellet material will initially be shocked, i.e. at any time before the target
shock passes through the target. Therefore for any like material impact, the
conservation of momentum implies that
u = V
s _ (4.1)
for the initial impact conditions. Equation 4.1 will not apply for pellet
material shocked after the axial rarefaction wave reaches the pellet shock
(Fig. 4.2).
The initial shocked pressure ( Ps
( Ps / Ps )' and in_ernal energy ( es
), density ( Ps ), mechanical energy
) must be obtained by applying the
conservation equations across a stationary shock system as shown below.
!
0_ r _0 -U
. S _ _ --S _-
Po I Po
Po !
< Ps
e e
o ) s
Stationary Shock System
It is clear that for such a flow system the total enthalpy must be conserved
and :
mass po_ s = ps(m s - u') (4.2)
momentum 2 2
Po + Po_s = Ps + Ps(Ws - u') (4.3)
,)
energy e + po/Po + 1 _ '" e +Ps + 1 (_ _ u,) 2 (4.4)
O _ S = S -- -- S
ps 2
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Equations 4.2 to 4.4 may be combinedand rearranged to give:
Ws (4.5)Ps/Po =
-- U
S
U I
Ps - Po Ps_s (4.6)
es - e° = _I (Ps + Po ) (I - ! ) (4.7)
2 Po Ps
From the two-shock system in Fig. 4.2 and equation 4.1 it can be seen
that if _o = oo = _o_ then
s p "f
u' = _V (4.8)
2
Equation 4.8 may be substituted into 4.5 to 4.7 to obtain:
_0
p / _ s
s Po V (4.9)
_0 - m
s 2
- = V (4.10)
Ps Po Po_s
and neglecting Po (i.e. po/Ps <<i)
e - e = V2/8 (4.11)
S O
Ps/Ps (ms V) V (4.12)2 2
Further simplification can be obtained if it is assumed that _ = V
S
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and equations 4.9 to 4.12 become, fDr
pS/Po = 2
= V 2lp
Ps - Po _ o
e - e = V2
s o 8
V2 _
ps/Ps = _ !
(4.13)
Experimental shock Hugoniots (Reference i0) and impact photographs
(Fig 3.3) show that usually w > V and equation 4.13 becomes
• S
for _ > V
s
0
s < 2
P
o
i 2
Ps - Po >_ PoV
V2e - e = ,v
s O
ps/p s >V 2 i
(4.14)
The initial energy conversions illustrated in Fig. 4.1 may be expressed
as a function of the initial kinetic energy KE = V 2 from equations 4.1 and
O
2
4.14 and;
_E = 1 KE (4.15)
s 4 o
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neglecting _" i.e. eo,e -< i
o s
Then e = _ KE o (4.16)
s
and p /0s > ½ KE (4 17)E_' o
The total energy to be conserved within the shocked element considered
in Fig. 4.1 is
ETO T = u s + KE s = ½ KE o (4.18)
Only the mechanical energy ( Ps / Ps ) will be affected by the shock
velocity or experimental Hugoniot curve. The initial shocked internal and
kinetic energies will depend only on the initial kinetic energy of the
pellet.
Considering the element chosen (Fig. 4.1), once it becomes free to
expand it will cool, and the internal energy will decrease as it is recon-
verted into kinetic energy. Eventually the total energy of the element will
be in the form of kinetic energy and equal to one-half the original kinetic
energy of the element. The driving force for the expansion is the pressure,
or flow work energy ( Ps / °s )' which will approach zero as the element
expands into a vacuum.
The above analysis will be true only for the initial shocked elements.
Elements which are shocked after the pellet shock starts to decay will have
a higher total energy ( e s + KEs) and lower mechanical energy ( Ps /es )"
Eventually, if the shock strength is reduced down to an elastic wave, an
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element will pass downstreamwith its total energy unaltered (i.e. equal to
KEo). It will thus have twice the energy of an initial element (Section 3.3)
and no mechanical energy ( >s / _s ) will be generated.
In addition to the three energy forms mentioned so far, energy may also
be converted into vaporization and ionization forms, as shown schematically
in Fig. 4.1. Energy lost from a control volume due to radiation is thought
to be negligible. Certainly at experimental impact velocities this is true
(Reference 3). Some kinetic energy will be converted into internal energy
in regions of the expansion where shear stresses are high. Such conversions
due to viscous heating have been neglected because of their complex nature
and the small effect they would have on the overall expansion cloud. Vapori-
zation and ionization energies are the two additional energy forms then that
could affect the downstream expansion flow.
Vaporization energies were obtained for various materials from experimental
results at atmospheric conditions. These vaporization energies are of the
same order of magnitude as the shocked internal energies generated on impact
at experimental velocities, 23,000 ft/sec to 30,000 ft/sec (7 to 9 km/sec).
At meteoroid impact velocities, 65,600 ft/sec (20 km/sec), the vaporization
energies are small compared to the impact-generated internal energies and
may be neglected (Reference 8).
There is uncertainty in determining when and how vaporization will occur
in an element which is shocked by an impact. The conditions of high pressure
and internal energy initially occurring behind the shocks will be such that
the phase of the material will be indistinguishable, i.e. conditions will be
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above the critical point. It is only after the element expands and cools
that a distinguishable phase will occur and energy in the form of vapori-
zation can then be evaluated. Exactly at what time this will occur during
the expansion process is difficult to determine from the phase diagrams.
Certainly it will not occur suddenly but gradually as the element continues
to expand. Exactly how the energy will go into vaporization is dependent
on the process, i.e. constant pressure, temperature or entropy.
In an attempt to allow for vaporization energies at experimental
velocities, the vaporization energy was subtracted from the total shocked
energy immediately after impact. However, when this was done in the strip
model, it was found that the downstreamescape velocities observed experi-
mentally could not be obtained theoretically. It was initially hoped that by
reducing the total energy in such a manner, the experimental escape velocities
could be obtained by reducing y to a more realistic value around 1.4. It
was found that even at ¥ equal to 1.2 the experimental escape velocities
could not be obtained. This method was then abandoned. After further
consideration it was felt that the vaporization energy would not affect the
escape front velocities appreciably in the hypervelocity impact regime, and
so could be neglected.
Ionization occurs at experimental impact velocities and it is reasonable
to assumethat ionization energies would becomesignificant at meteoroid
impact velocities and would affect the expansion escape velocities, loni-
zation energies were neglected in the strip model. It was felt that little
error would be introduced in predicting experimental impacts as the ionization
level would be low. However, for meteoroid velocity impacts the degree of
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ionization could be the dominant energy form.
if ionization is neglected in this case, then predicted escape velocities,
and secondary surface loadings, will be too high. On the other hand, if the
cloud expandsout radially at a faster rate, the pressure will be reduced more
quickly and the loading pressure will be less severe.
Equation of State
The previous section has been devoted mainly to energy conversions and
the determination of the shocked conditions. The energy conversions are
further complicated by state relationships between e, p and p . For example,
if the internal energy is reduced by vaporization and ionization, hovJ vJill
the pressure and density adjust to such a change?
Considering the initial shocked conditions, it is clear from equations
4.9 to 4.11 that Ps' Ps , and e s may be determined without a state
relationship, provided the initial unshocked conditions (Po ' Po , eo , V)
of the material are known along witll the shock velocity _ . Usually it is
S
more convenient to obtain a shock density ratio Ps /Po from experim_tal
l/ugoniot curves and then to calculate Y from equation 4.9.
Initially the strip model was set up utilizing an ideal equation of
state with an artificial Ys obtained to satisfy the appropriate density
ratio ( ps / 0o ). Essentially a theoretical l[ugoniot curve was obtained
from equation 4.7 by assuming;
p/p = RT
6e =cyST
y = ep/C v
(4. i_))
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to eliminate es - eo from equation 4.7. 11_estandard llugoniot curve thus
obtained was further reduced, with very little error (Reference 8) by
assuming Po /Ps << I, and the strong shock approximation obtained.
Ps Ys +I
Po Ys -I
From equation 4.20 it is obvious how Ys
(4.20)
could be artificially fixed to
satisfy the density ratio obtained from experimental llugoniot points.
Then from equations 4.9 and 4.20
y + I
O) -
s
V
(4.21)
and substituting 4.21 into 4.10.
Ys + i
PS - PO = 8
(4.22)
Equation 4.11 will remain unchanged
V2
e -e
S O = _- (4.11)
Very small differences were found (Ref. 9) between experimental
results and theoretical values of Os , us and Ps obtained from equations
4.20 to 4.22, provided Ys was fixed from equation 4.20 so that Ps/ O o
agreed with tile experimental results. No check was available for the
theoretical calculation of internal energy es except through the sound
velocity.
A theoretical sound velocity may be obtained by assuming in the
shocked state that
Ps/_s ¥ = constant (4.23)
and a2 = (2£!
s _ _Ps ;entropy
('}. 24)
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Then performing the differentiation
and substituting for
2 YPs
a
s 0s
Ps and 0s from equations 4.20 and 4.22.
(4.25)
¥ (_,s-1) v (4.26)J
a = _ 2
s , 2
The theoretical sound velocity calculated from equation 4.26 with
Y = Ys gives a value 10% higher than observed experimentally (i.e.
35,400 ft/sec (10.78 km/sec) cf. 32,500 ft/sec (9.90 km/sec))o The w_lu_
of y in equation 4.23 does not necessarily bear any relation to the value
of Ys ' which was obtained solely to satisfy the conversion of mass
across the shock. However, it is expected that y will have a high value
for a material in a highly condensed shock state, i.e. a small increase
in volume would result in a very large decrease in pressure.
A theoretical value for y may be obtained at experimental velocities
from measured downstream escape velocities ( u ). Using a method of
es
characteristics, the escape velocity for unsteady flow into a vacuum may
be expressed as a function of the conditions of tile material before pres-
sure release occurs.
9
u = u +--:--a-
es s y-i s
For the. axial downstream escape front ( u
es,a
(4.27)
); u = V ; for like
s T
material impacts, the positive sign is correct, and a s may be expressed
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from equation 4.26 to give
u
es i
B
V 2 (4.28)
A plot of Ues,a vs y
V
for different values of Ys is shown in Fig. 4.3.
U
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Figure 4.3 Escape Velocity as a Function of V, Ys Y
It was found experimentally that for like material impacts up to
29,500 ft/sec (9 km/sec) that u a/V = 1.5 (Reference i). For the experi-
es,
mental AI on AI impact, discussed in reference 8, Ys = 4.7 was required
to satisfy the density ratio 0s/0 o . l_lus from Fig. 4.4 with Ys = 4.7
u
and es,a = 1.5, Y is found to equal 3.5. Then substituting values
V
for Ys ' Y , and V into equation 4.26, a s = 32,100 ft/sec (9.8 km/sec).
The strip model allows for two different YWs; _ to satisfy expcrimeucal
s
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Hugoniot data, and ¥ to satisfy experimental escape front velocities.
At meteoroid velocities _ was assumed to be equal to Ys' and the
value of Ys was obtained from extrapolated experimental Hugoniot curves.
The validity of assuming y = Ys cannot be justified. In fact, if the
escape front velocity remains the same (Ues,a/V = 1.5), then ¥ would
be somewhat less than Ys' even at the lower values of 7s expected (7s
= 3). Thus, predicted meteoroid impact escape velocities would be too
low, i.e. from equation 8.28 if y is larger, then u will be lower.
es ,a
However, more accurate predictions of ¥ for meteoroid impacts are not
warranted until a more accurate determination of tbe sound velocity,
or internal energy is obtained. As mentioned previously, a statistical
approach seems to be a good one to predict the shocked internal energy
allowing for ionization effects.
A variable ¥ was introduced in an attempt to predict theoretically
the large upstream escape velocities observed experimentally. As each
strip element was shocked, a _s was computed from the density ratio
• decreased, and Ys increased(ps/Po) As the pellet shock decayed, _s/_o
(equation 4.20). This increase in Ys' predicted lower upstream escape
velocities than those with a constant 7s" The variation in Ys was noted
to be small, and because of its adverse effect on the upstream expansion
cloud, this method was abandoned in favor of the constant Ys"
in summing up this section it may be stated that:
I. An ideal equation of state with an appropriate choice of ¥s and
y, obtained from experimental Hugoniots and escape front velocities,
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can be used to predict adequately experimental impacts and the
resulting downstreamexpansion clouds.
2. At meteoroid velocities, impacts and expansions are predicted
(Section 4.3) by assuming an ideal equation of state with ¥s = ¥"
The value of_f s was obtained from extrapolated Hugoniot data.
"Puff ball", or aerated material impacts are difficult to analyse
due to the non-monotonic nature of the Hugoniot curves (Reference ii).
3. It is suggested for predicting meteoroid impacts with more con-
fidence that more accurate state relationships be obtained which
allow for ionization and impacts of aerated materials. A statis-
tical approach to the solution seems fruitful at this time.
THE FINITE DIFFERENCE MODEL
Introduction
It is the purpose of this chapter to study a one-dimensional hydro-
dynamic model of the meteoroid-bumper interaction. In this section we will
indicate the basic assumptions of the model and outline the qualitative
analysis of the flow. The governing equations will be presented in Section
4.2.2 and some results will be discussed in Section 4.2.3. For brevity the
derivations and proofs are omitted and reference may be made to the author's
topical report NASA CR-54725 (Ref. 5).
The approach taken to the problem is that initiated by Dr. G. V. Bull
(Ref. 4). A hydrodynamic model is proposed and the kinetic energy assumed
sufficiently high that vaporization energy may be ignored. At typical
meteoroid velocities, 65,600 to 229,000 ft/sec (20-70 km/sec), these
assumptions should be valid. However, plasma effects due to the stripping
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of outer orbital electrons may then becomeimportant. Such effects are
not considered in this report.
The model is one-dimensional in that radial effects are ignored. Such
an assumption can only be valid for short times after impact. If we inter-
pret the study madehere as applying to the centerline for impact by a
cylindrical pellet, then by a short time we meana time necessary for
radial attenuation waves to penetrate to the center. Hence, if the length
of the pellet is small comparedto the radius, wewill expect the one-
dimensional model to be valid during the period in which the pellet is being
vaporized. It is useful to visualize the one-dimensional model as descri-
bing the impact of one plate onto another. Here the radial effects are
removedto infinity and the motion is truly one-dimensional.
While the assumption that the energy of vaporization is negligible is
appropriate for impacts at typical meteoroid velocities, the simplified model
is difficult to confirm experimentally. The upper limit to the experimental
velocity range is roughly 32,800 ft/sec (I0 km/sec). Consequently, it does
not seemreasonable to ignore the binding energy in comparison with the
kinetic energy corresponding to such a velocity. The ideal gas equation
of state is used for simplicity. Weuse the polytropic gas exponent Y as
a free parameter which may be determined experimentally.
Weconsider the normal impact of a moving plate (the pellet) onto
one at rest in the laboratory (the bumper). At the momentof impact strong
shock waves are produced which propagate through the pellet and bumper
decelerating the former and accelerating the latter. In the shocked regions
high thermodynamicenergies will be produced at the expenseof the pellet
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kinetic energy. As noted above it is assumedthat the kinetic energy
involved is sufficiently high that the resulting thermodynamic energy will
be large comparedwith the intermolecular binding force of the pellet _nd
bumpermaterials. The hydrodynamic equations are presumed to apply through-
out the pellet and bumpermaterials. Consider Fig. 4.4.
t
/
o i
Figure 4.4 Wave Diagram of Impact Process
We may divide the flow into five characteristically different periods,
I-V. In period I, both shocks are progressing with undiminished strength.
The profiles may be determined in terms of the polytropic exponent y from
the Rankine-Hugoniot relations across S-_Band'_ , the continuity of pressure
P
and particle velocity across the contact front C and the assumption of a
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limiting density ratio.
In period II, SB has reached the downstreamfree surface of the
bumperand generated a rarefaction R B" As R B does not overtake Sp
during this period, the flow is isentropic in each zone of shocked or
unshocked fluid. The isentropic equations govern the flow and in many
cases, especially for like material impacts, a simple analytic solution is
available.
Period III denotes the interaction between R B and S . EvidentlyP
period III will only occur if R overtakes S before the latter reachesB P
the upstream free surface of the pellet. Since the resulting shock decay is
of primary interest, it will always be assumedthat period III does occur.
The governing equations are, of course, non-isentropic. In period IV the
pellet shock has generated the rarefaction R . The entire system is con-P
sidered to have vaporized and to be in state of expansion. In this period
the one-dimensional assumption loses validity. However, to test the stability
of the finite difference code and to makea preliminary study of the inter-
action of the gas cloud with a secondary surface the analysis was continued.
The governing equations were isentropic or non-isentropic depending on
whether or not period III occurred.
Period V indicates the interaction of the gas cloud with a secondary
surface. We expect the governing equations to be non-isentropic as the
reflected shock wave will propagate into a non-uniform region.
In general we have resorted to finite difference techniques for solving
the governing equations. Consequently a considerable effort has been
directed towards the establishment of a successful finite difference code.
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4.2.2
Difference equations of the "open" kind in which discontinuities are
handled automatically were employed. Weused the artificial dissipation term
of Richtmyer and Von Neumann. In addition to establishing a stable code we
succeeded in largely eliminating "jitters" associated with inefficient dis-
sipation. These jitters are familiar to users of artificial dissipation terms.
Weused a technique of "smoothing" (Ref. 12) familiar to meteorologists but
which does not appear to have been applied to this type of problem. Judi-
ciously applied, a smoother not only eliminates unmeaningful local disturbances
but also enhances the stability of the program.
Governing Equations
(i) Period I
The following non-dimensionalization is performed:
P --_ P/PBo
p/PBoV2 4.2.1P
u --_ u/V
where P, p, u are the density, pressure, and particle velocity respectively.
V is the impact velocity of the pellet in the reference frame of the bumper.
The subscripts B and P will be used to distinguish bumper from pellet proper-
ties. The further subscript o will indicate unshocked states. The unit of
length is taken to be the bumper thickness. Consequently
time --_ time X impact velocity of pellet
bumper thickness
4.2.2
We fix our coordinate system by choosing the origin of the x-axis at the contact
front at the instant of impact ( t = 0 ). The length of the pellet in non-
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dimensional units is taken to bel .P
At the end of Period I whenSB reaches the downstreambumper free
surface, one finds the following (Ref. 5):
t -- ......... \
t t 2 _ 7B+I PBo I
= = --i+
o 7B+I' 1 7p+l 0po I
The contact front is located at:
4.2.3
2
X ---- --
c YB+l
The pellet shock is at:
_+i
X =
sp YB+I
I YB+I PBo
79-21 ',i+ I -- ,,-
YB+_ ' _ Ppo _
4.2.4
4.2.5
The shocked fluid profiles are given by:
1
u(X,to) = Xsp _<x _< 1
I+
yB+ I OBo
1
¥p+ Ppo
P (x't°) = YB+I2 c r i Xsp _<x _< 1
-I +./¥B+I
_' Yp+l
i2
PBo'
Ppol
P(X'to) = Yp-i IOBol
X < X < x
Sp -- -
7B+I
x <x < 1p(x,to) = c - -
YB 1
The upstream pellet free surface is locat,,d at:
4.2.6
4.2.7
4.2.8
4.2.9
B+ I qo
x =-£ + 2 '1+ r ----
P P I ', i _p+l IYB+ , PI_o i
4.2.10
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The unshocked fluid profiles are given by"
u(x,t ) = i x < x < xo p - sp 4.2.11
p(x,t o) = o x < x <p - Xsp 4.2.12
O(X,to) = 0po
0B o
X < X < X
p - sp
4.2.13
All quantities in equations (4.2.3) to (4.2.13) are in the non-dimen-
sional form of (4.2.1) and (4.2.2).
(ii) Period II
The governing equations are the isentropic equations.
2 _c + c _u + 2u _c = o
y-I _t _x y-i _x 4.2.14
_u + u _u + 2c _c = o
_-_ _--_ y-i _x 4.2.15
The rarefaction RB is characterised by two surfaces, the expansion and the
escape fronts, moving back into the shocked gas and out into the vacuum
respectively. As long as the expansion front moves into a uniform region,
the solution for R B is a simple wave. Let x° (= i) signify the initial
position of the downstream surface of the bumper and to be the time at which
RB is generated (given by (4.2.3)). At a later time t, the positions of
the eKpansion and escape fronts are given by x and x where
exp esc
Xex p = Xo + (u° - co ) (t - to ) 4.2.16
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and
= x + [ 2 e + uo] (t - t )Xesc o ¥-i o o
4.2.17
Here u and c are the constant values of the particle and sound
O O
velocities at the expansion front. The distributions of c and u in the
rarefaction zone are given by:
i (x - x ) 2c
o + ____o
c(x,t) = in! _ u
7+i o (t - to ) _ y+l 4.2.18
i°_ _,
: X -- X
u(x,t) = 2 < o + c • Y-I u
-- _ 0 _' +y+l _ t - to y+l o
4.2.19
-- < X <
valld for t > to and Xexp_ _ Xes c.
The solution (4.2.16) to (4.2.19) will be valid until the expansion front
interacts with the contact surface or, in the case of a like material impact,
until it interacts with the pellet shock S . It is useful then to have a
P
finite difference representation of the isentropic equations.
With a space-time grid for which the respective grid point intervals
are Ax and A t we write:
n
uj = u(JAx, nat) 4.2.20
n
cj = c(JAx, n6t)
Substituting the appropriate differences into (4.2.14), (4.2.15) leads
one to the finite difference scheme:
n+l 1 [ n J i] -I 6tl n= cj+ I + c Y_ cjc0 -T ; -
n n
uI+i- uj_1
2
+
n n ici+i - cj_I
y-i 2 _:
4.2.2[
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. n n n n n
n+l 1 1 n n -I At !u_. Ui+l - u" 2c. - cu. = __ , .1-i + .__.l_ cJ+I i-ij 2 ,_Uj+l + Uj-lj- _x 2 y-i 2
4.2.22
With full knowledge of u, c at time n At, one may use equations
(4.2.21), (4.2.22) to determine u, c at the later time (n + i) At.
The treatment at the boundaries is discussed in Ref. 5. The stability
condition for (4.2.21), (4.2.22) which must be satisfied if the computed
profiles are to be in approximate agreement with the exact solution of
equations (4.2.14), (4.2.15), is given by:
At (u±c) < i
kx 4.2.23
One may use the simple wave solugion (4.2.16 to (4.2.19) to
eliminate the initial discontinuity at the bumper free surface and complete
the solution in Period II by means of (4.2.21), (4.2.22). A special
technique is required at the contact surface. Using the isentropicity of
particles on either side of the contact surface, one may write the following
relationship between the values of c on either side:
c = Ac_
P
4.2.24
Yp- YB ' 1/2
where A = , PBo Yp (XyB)_-(I_YB)_p
:Ppo YB
YB(Yp -I)
B =
Yp(YB -I)
C
% = p/pB _ (evaluated at the contact surface)
Equation (4.2.24) is only valid for aperfect gas. Using (4.2.24)
one may represent ac/ax at the points adjacent to the contact surface.
If the grid point labelled (j-l) is to the left of the contact surface
(i.e. in the pellet region) and that labelled (j+l) is to the right, one
may form the centered difference at j:
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n B n
ac ^--"A[c ] - c
ax jAx J+l j-i
2Ax 4.2.25
and similarly for grid points lying in the bumper region. We chose
the convention that when the contact front coincided with a grid point,
that grid point assumed pellet properties.
(iii) Period III
The governing equations are the equations for conservation of mass,
momentum, and energy, together with the equation of state.
_-_+ y.(0u) = o
at 4.2.26
au +(u _;)u + l_"p = o
a--f o
a_+(_u 9)e+_r u = o
at f
4.2.27
4.2.28
4.2.29
A finite difference of (4.2.26 to (4.2.29) is _iven by (Ref. 5).
n+l n n n
Pl -Pl n+l PJ - PJ-i n
+ = - PjAt _ Ax
n+l n+l
Uj+l - uj-i n+l
2Ax , uj
n+l n n n
u.1 -uj n uj- uj, I n n
+ = - 1 PI+I-PJ-I , u_ _--0
oj
4.2.31
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n+l n n n
e. - _i n+l e. - _.j j + uj -
At Ax
n n+l n+l
_+I- u. n+l >• l=I u, - o
2Ax ' J11
_j
4.2.32
cn -- e( n n
j pj,0j) 4.2.33
Note that convective terms of the form u_____ have been represented by
3x
backward differences (Ref. 5) whenever tile corresponding velocity is posi-
tive. If the velocity is negative, such terms are represented by forward
differences.
i,e.
n n+l
u_-_x= ujn+l PJ -AxOj-I if u.j _> o
11 11
n+l 0j+ I - 0j n+l
30 -- u, if u. < o 4.2.34
u_-_-- ] ax J
Equation (4.2.31) is used first to determine new values of u. _le advanced
values of u are then used to determine p and 0 from (4.2.30), (4.2.32),
(4.2.33). Although we made provision for an arbitrary equation of state,
all calculations to date have been made for a perfect gas equation of state.
_ne stability ccndition for the above scheme is:
(u±c) At < i 4.2.35
Ax
An artificial viscosity term may be introduced by making tile trans-
formation in (4.2.31) and (4.2.32);
n n n
Pj -- Pj + qj
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where 2
a n pn-l) n _ uJ-i )n -- (0j + • (uj+ I
qj =8 j
O
2 n n
if uj+ I - uj_ 1 < o
n n
if u'+13 - u.3-i
> 0
4.2.36
and in which a is a dimensionless constant of order unity. If one writes
£ = a A x and one solves the problem of a plane steady state shock moving
in an ideal gas with artificial dissipation corresponding to (4.2.36), one
finds the following (Ref. 5). The flow is as for an ideal shock wave of
no thickness, except for a transition zone centered about the position of
the ideal, discontinuous shock and with width.
A = _£ _' 4.2.37
j"
y+l
Let xo be the "exact" instantaneous position of the shock wave. Denote
properties before and behind the shock wave by subscripts I and 2 respectively.
Then one has in the transition zone:
L
_+Ul _-Ul sin i y+l x - x0
u=-Y- +-F-- 2 g 4.2.38
i 1_ y+l x-xi 1/02+I/Pl I/P2-1/Pl , o
--0 = 2 + 2 sin ,i' 2 Z
4.2.39
p+q =
mI+P2 Pl-P2
2 2
x-x I
O
P
sin 2 £
q = Pl- P2
2
y+l - '2
2 Pl +p2 + sir:
Pl-P2
-'2
x-x! 1
#., ,
i
I........ ' X-X "_
-T-;
- I
4.2.40
4.2.41
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where
x - A < x < x +A
o 2 - o
From (4.2.37) one may select a value of £ (and hence a) so that the shock
transition region corresponds to 3 or 4 grid intervals. If shocks are
present in the initial data of the problem, (4.2.38) to (4.2.41) may be
used to approximate them.
The viscous term has the effect of making the stability condition
somewhat more stringent than (4.2.39). We used (Ref. 5)
At (lul+c) < 1 4.2.42
Ax 2
Thus the solution in period III is obtained by approximating S
P
according to (4,,2.38) to (4.2.41) and continuing with equations (4.2.33)
using the viscous term (4.2.36). The treatment of the boundaries is con-
tained in Ref. 5. The contact surface was handled in a fashion analogous
to that indicated previously (equation (4.2.25)) except that the transition
relation was:
0B YB Yp
(_Bo) = _-- 4.2.43(Ppo)
As was noted previously "jitters" or unphysical oscillations may be
associated with the artificial dissipation term (see Ref. 1.4). These were
eliminated by means of the operator defined in equation (4.2.44) below.
The regions known to be free of shock waves were swept every few time steps
with the operator
- k _- k+ ! "k-- 1 + 2fk] 4.2.44
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This operator, knownas a "smoother" or "filter" (Ref. 12) was applied
three successive times in each application and '_ was taken to have the
three successive values.
_I = 0.45965
v2 = -0.22227 + 0.64240 i 4.2.45
_3 = -0.22227 - 0.64240 i
and the subscript k in (4.2.44) was allowed to run over all grid point
values in the regions of continuous flow.
(iv) Period IV
The difference scheme(4.2.30) to (4.2.33) maybe used in period IV. The
dissipation term is not really required since no shock waves occur during
this period. The only difficulty is initializing the rarefaction Rp. This
is discussed in Ref. 5. For the cases under study, period II always occurred
and use was madeof the finite distribution of the shock wave Sp"
Wearbitrarily determine the escape time as that instant when the
leading edge of Sp reaches the upstream pellet edge. At that time, boundary
conditions at the escape front are determined from the values of the flow
parameters at the point of maximumpressure and values at intermediate
points are determined by linear interpolation between values at the point
of maximumpressure and the predicted values at the pellet boundary.
If we write xo as the position of the pellet boundary at the chosen
escape time and xI for the position of the pressure maximum,the boundary
conditions at the escape front are:
O(xo) = o p(x o) = o
J 'u(x o) = u(x 1) - 2 yp p(x 1)
yp-_ _(xl ) 4.2.46
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(v) Period V
As in IV and III one may use the difference scheme (4.2.30) to (4.2.33).
One has, however, to initialize the reflected shock wave. Advantage was
taken of the finite thickness of the shock. Let x I be the position of the
secondary surface. Then x I is identified with the back of the reflected wave
and the front of the wave is located at xo given by:
Xo = xI - A 4.2.47
where _ is determined from (4.2.37). The fluid properties P o =P (Xo),
Po = p (Xo)' Uo = u (Xo) are known at xo. We then take u I = u (Xl) = o and
use the Rankine-Hugoniot relations to determine Pl = P(Xl) and (i = [_(Xl)-
One finds:
Pl = Do (Uo-D)
(_-D)
Pl = Po + Po(Uo -D)2 - DI(UI-D)
4.2.48
4.2.49
where D = u +
O
(Ul-Uo) + / (Ul-Uo)2+2Co 2_
I y+l
4/(¥+1)
4.2.50
The calculation then proceeds automatically via equations (4.2.30) to
(4.2.33) with the viscous term included, l_le boundary value
u(x I) = o 4.2.51
is maintained and values of p, p at tile secondary surface are obtained by
interpolation from the interior.
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4.2.3 Discussion of Results
The model described in the previous section was incorporated into a
fortran computer code called "Impaka". Impaka was successfully run with the
following data: for like material impacts with ¥ = ¥ taken success-
p B
ively to be 1.4, 3.0, and 7.0; and for unlike material impacts with
= 3.0 and an initial pellet-to-bumper density ratio of 2, 0.5Y p Y B
and 0. i. In this report we do not present the profiles calculated with the
above initial data. We will briefly describe the results and discuss in
some detail the results of the calculation of the interaction with a secon-
dary surface and the calculation of the decay of the shock wave moving into the
pellet. Sample profiles at various times after impact are given in Ref. 5.
All the calculations discussed above were terminated when the pellet was
completely vaporized except for the like material impact with y = 3, in
which the expansion of the vapor was followed up to and including interaction
with a secondary surface located first 5 and later i00 bumper thicknesses
downstream from the point of impact.
Computational stability was observed in all these calculations. The
grid ratio was generally taken to be Ax/ A t = 5, the coefficient of arti-
ficial viscosity £= 2.5 and smoothing was generally performed every 25 time
steps. The two most important features of the expansion flow were the ten-
dency of the pressure maximum to move to the front of the cloud and the
early establishment of self-similar flow. During the period of vaporization,
two maxima may be observed for the profile of total pressure. The upstream
peak is due to the high pressure behind the shock wave moving into the
pellet while the downstream peak is due to the kinetic contribution. Once
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the pellet is completely vaporized the static pressure quickly becomes
negligible and only the downstream peak remains. We found that once the
cloud had expanded to roughly two or three times its original size, the
motion became self-similar. While the late-stage self-similarity of the
motion is well known, it is useful to determine how quickly this state is
arrived at. One would also expect that the estimate of a one-dimensional
model would be conservative in this regard. A two-dimensional model would
possess a new degree of freedom for decay of the static pressure. Con-
sequently we conclude that the motion becomes self-similar very shortly
after the entire system has vaporized.
In Fig. 4.5 we have plotted as solid line the log of the pressure
behind the pellet shock vs the log of the mass of shocked pellet over the
mass of bumper intercepted for different pellet-to-bumper density ratios.
We took _' = _ = 3 and P /PBo successfully equal to i, 0.5 and 0. i.
p B po
The dotted lines represent results of Friend, Millar, and Murphy (Ref. 15).
Their results do not take into account the changing entropy jump across the
shock wave during the period in which it is decaying. Consequently the
decay in pressure is considerably more rapid than in the present work.
Whereas in Ref. 2 the constant p/p¥ required decreasing density with
decreasing pressure, the present work maintained the limiting density ratio
across the shock. This is consistent with the assumption of negligible
pressure ahead of the shock wave. It should also be noted that the current
work predicts an earlier commencement of shock decay than does the previous
one. This is an error induced by the finite distribution of the shock tran-
sition zone. Since the shock wave is spread out, the rarefaction wave
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generated at the free surface of the bumperovertakes the pellet shock more
quickly than it should.
Fig. 4.6 comparesthe pressure at a secondary surface with the pres-
sure at the samepoint in undisturbed flow. As maybe seen the maximaof
the two distributions are of the sameorder of magnitude, differing by a
factor of 3 or 4. Experimentally one finds very little difference indeed.
However, the "free-stream" measurementalways involves a bowwave around the
tip of the probe. In manycases, the bowwavemay be seen clearly on the
photographic records accompanying the pressure measurement. Becauseof the
presence of the bowwave it is not surprising that the experimental "free-
stream" pressure measurementyields values close to those obtained with a
rigid secondary surface. The durations of the calculated pulses are sub-
stantially greater than those observed experimentally. The durations ob-
served experimentally are of the order of 10-30 _sec as comparedwith the
duration of - 70 _sec indicated in Fig. 4.6. The discrepancy in pulse
duration is probably due to the one-dimensional nature of the model. In
practice radial motion should provide an important mechanismfor diminishing
the duration (as well as the amplitude) of the pressure pulse.
The assumption of a perfectly reflecting wall led to enormousreflected
pressures when the bumperand wall were very close to each other. The
pressures were of the order of the shock pressures. Therefore, the presence
of an internal filler between a bumperand the spacecraft hull could produce
disastrous results if the shock wave is able to propagate through the filler
to the hull or if the filler is sufficiently shocked to vaporize, producing
gas under very high pressures in a confined volume. Thesepressures could
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4.3
produce very large ruptures in the adjacent hull. _e differences in
impact pressures between lower velocity experimental impacts and the higher
velocity meteoroid impacts may produce very different results with filler
materials. Even at currently available laboratory velocities, a catas-
trophic rupture due to filler vaporization may be observed. Friend et al.
(Ref. 16) describe impacts onto a system consisting of two parallel sheets
filled with polyurethane. The expanding vapor cloud from the outer sheet
induced pyrolysis of the filler, producing a high pressure gas in a con-
fined volume. The resulting rupture was far more violent than that observed
in the unfilled system.
THEORETICAL STRIP MODEL
A complete analysis of the development of the stip model is given in
Reference 8, which was prepared during the past contract period and covers
all the theoretical work done on the strip model during the past four years.
The state of the strip model at the close of the contract period may be
summarized as follows:
Limitations:
i. The hypervelocity impact is axi-symmetrical.
2. Only a thin target (i.e. target thickness i/I0 pellet
diameter impact) is applicable.
3. Only like material impacts are considered. Unlike material
impact may be approximated by a like material impact with
appropriate change in tar&et thickness provided limitation
2 is not exceeded.
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4. The accuracy of predicting an ideal equation of state
with an artificial polytropic compression exponent Ys
obtained to satisfy experimental Hugoniot data and
extrapolation of the Hugoniot curve. Very little
experimental data is available for the expansion of a
highly condensedmediumso the polytropic expansion
exponent ]e was obtained to satisfy the experimentally
determined downstreamexpansion velocity. The strip
model will then satisfy experimental shock Hugoniot data,
the downstreamexpansion boundaries, and conserve mass,
momentumand energy within these limits. The resulting
pressures within the downstreamexpansion cloud predicted
by the stripmodel will be within an order of magnitude
of the actual pressure, as indeed they are shownto be
from experimental pressure probe results (Reference I).
The supersonic nature of the gas flow within the expansion cloud will
result in a bowwave in front of the pressure probe. The resulting pressure
loss across the bow wave was allowed for in comparing theoretical and
experimental results.
The greatest source of error _n the strip model predictions is due to
the upstream expansion flow observed experimentally. Much time was spent
trying to predict theoretically upstream expansion flows. A variable
and pellet shock decay were allowed for without success. The effect on the
stagnation pressure if upstream flow is not predicted is uncertain. Quali-
tatively, the pressure will be greater due to momentumconservation on a
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total integrated basis, and the mass will be less.
Impacts at projected meteoroid velocities may, and ]lave been pre-
dicted using the strip model with the previously outlined restrictions
(limitation no. 4). The accuracy of these predictions may be altered due
to ionization effects which could be large at projected meteoroid velocities.
If large amounts of energy are initially converted itLto ionizing the
compressed material, then the initial escape front velocities would be
lower than those predicted with a model which neglects ionization effects.
In other words the escape velocity would no longer be equal to 1.5 times the
impact velocity, as found in the experimental range, but would be somewhat
less. At present ionization energies are not allowed for in the model and
hence pressures at specified spacings downstream of the target would tend
to be too high due to the higher axial velocities predicted.
As mentioned at the beginning of this section, most of the theoretical
work on the strip model during tile past year was directed towards a more
accurate determination of the initial impact conditions. A better insight
into the initial physics of the shock processes was obtained, and in par-
ticular the failure of the model to predict the large experimentally observed
upstream expansion flows was recognized. However, despite this failure,
relatively close agreement was obtained between the ti_eory and experimental
results for peak centerline pressures vs spacing (Ref. i).
Fig. 4.7 presents theoretical stagnation pressures, densities,
and velocities along the axis of s_anmetry for three time increments after
impact. The initial impact conditions for these figures are for an impact
of 65,000 ft/sec (20 km/sec). No information is available for comparing
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these results of a predicted meteoroid impact. Reservations on the accuracy
of these results are mainly limited to the effect of ionization, which was
discussed previously. The results were presented in this form for convenience
as this is the form obtained from the programmed graph routine. In addition
to this information, peak pressure vs spacing and radial distributions at
various axial positions within the expansion cloud may also be obtained.
Only 3 of some 20 time increments after impact were shown as relatively
smooth transitions occurred between the three time increments shown.
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5.0 THE GRID BUMPER
The possibility of substituting a wire mesh or grid for the standard
solid Whipple bumper has been investigated. The analysis was based on a
bumper wright equivalent to a solid .001 in. (.00255 cm) thick lead bumper
which is the design thickness for an 0oi gm mass, 0.44 gm/cm3 density,
30.48 km/sec meteoroid.
The grid bumper could be constructed from woven wire strands of solid
metal, metal coated mylar, perforated sheets of solid metal, or metal deposit
on a mylar mesh or perforated mylar sheet. There are many possibilities,
but for simplicity solid lead wire was chosen. Obviously the strand or metal
density will influence the wire diameter and grid spacings so that virtually
any value of open to closed area is possible. Assuming that the thickness
of the equivalent solid bumper had been determined from the design limit con-
siderations, and the required wall thickness to withstand the vapor/debris
cloud pressure is known, one can compute the maximum size of meteoroid which
will not penetrate an unprotected wall from ballistic limit calculations.
This would then fix the spacing requirement for the grid bumper strands
(equal to, or slightly less than the maximum diameter of the meteoroid which
will not penetrate the unprotected wall). Radiative efficiency or solar flux
intensity permissible on the spacecraft wall considerations would then be used
to compute the open area to closed area requirements and thus the wire size
and mean density would be fixed.
The grid bumper could, therefore, serve a double purpose; it protects
the spacecraft from meteoroid impacts and serves as a heat shield to control
solar heating and/or heat losses to outer space.
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The efficiency of the grid as a thermal barrier has not been considered
in other than a qualitative way. The purpose of this note is to outline the
possibilities of the system and to compute sometypical examples from meteoroid
protection considerations only.
Calculations of Specific Bumper Grid Sizes
a) Control bumper, 0.001" thick Pb. (0.00255 cm)
b) Wire density, 11.3 gm/cm 2
c) Weight of control bumper = 0.0291 gm/cm 2
d) Weight of wire grid bumpers = 0.0291 gm/cm 2 (constant)
e) Typical section
f) Weight of grid bumper is given by
_D20 "_=;L_"
Is+D>
struction, or
_D2p 2 gm/cm 2 for woven construction
g) Ratio of open to closed area for woven construction is
given by {s/(s+D) }2
h) Results s = 610D2-D for S,D in cm,
P = 11.3 gm/cm 3. m = .0291 gm
gm/cm 2 for a single parallel strand con-
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A Preliminary Analysis of the Grid Bumper
The purpose of this section is to describe a new bumper system which
appears to be as effective in spreading meteoroid momentum as an equivalent
weight "Whipple" bumper, and which, in addition, offers minimum interference
with existing super-insulation schemes. The bumper system consists of a
grid or screen of fine, dense wires which will prevent dangerously large
meteoroids from impacting directly against the spacecraft hull or super-
insulation panels, and yet transmit significant radiation to or from the
spacecraft surface or insulation panels. Typical grid sizes and wire
dimensions for specific spacecraft protection were discussed in a previous
section. Some experimental results of a laboratory size grid bumper are
presented and compared with the equivalent "Whipple" bumper. A teetative
discussion of the physical mechanism leading to the significantly different
results is presented.
_e laboratory test is illustrated by the following sketch.
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Conditions
a) Projectile:
b)
Lexan cylinder
long.
Bumper : Grid wire diameter
Grid spacing
Grid weight
0.500 in. (1.27 cm) dia. x .285 in (0.725 cm)
.015 in (.038 cm) lead
.020 in (.051 cm)
.291 gm/cm 2
Equivalent solid bumper .010 in (o025 cm) lead foil
c) Witness sheet: Spacing from bumper 6 in (15.2 cm)
Material _ in (.635 cm) aluminum
d) Pressure probes: One on centerline
One 2 in (5.08 cm) off-axis in second surface
e) Camera: B & W 192
_ualitative Results
The simplest method of interpreting the effectiveness of the grid bumper
is to compare the experit_ntal results obtained in the present test series
(five shots) with the equivalent Whipple bumper tests. The significant
differences are immediately apparent if one compares the cloud shape and
pressure traverse results.
i. Cloud Shape: The most apparent difference is the absence of
significant upstream flow. The overall cloud shape is similar
to that obtained with a solid lexan bumper, except that the axial
expansion appears to be much more rapid. Preliminary measurements
of axial velocities indicate that the cloud expansion front is
travelling at approximately twice the impact velocity. Little changc
is observed, however, in radial velocities.
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2. Pressure Profiles: The measurement made at the same spacing
with the equivalent weight solid lead bumper indicates a peak
pressure of 40,00 psi on the centerline, and approximately
one+quarter of the peak value at a position 2 in. off-axis.
The present series indicates a peak pressure of 30,000 psi
on the centerline, and approximately one eighth of the peak
value at the 2 in+ off-axis position. In addition, the
"grid" pressure profile does not have the same overall shape
with time. The pressure pulse has a longer duration,
approximately 25 _sec and does not exhibit two maxima.
The latter observation suggests either more complete vapori-
zation of the pellet, or possibly turbulent mixing within
the cloud, or both.
3. Witness Sheet: The witness sheet shows no significant
particle impacts.
Discussion of Results
The scant experimental data precludes a detailed analysis of this
time. Certainly, pellet vaporization appears to be more complete. However,
it is difficult to estimate how the different pressure distribution will
affect protection. This question is best answered experimentally, by a
comparative ballistic limit series.
Interpretation
The interaction between the pellet and the grid bumper is obviously
much more complex than that of a solid thin sheet, particularly since the
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wires are arranged in two orthogonal layers. No simple shock wave system
can describe the behaviour or properties of the shocked bumpergrid, nor can
a simple analysis be applied directly to the pellet shock system. The
system of individual cylindrical shock waves emanating from each grid wire
intersected by the pellet (in this case, fourteen from each layer) must
interact to form a single destructive wave, yet the flow field behind the
wave is not simple. The pellet shock appears not to advance upstream into the
pellet, since no significant upstream flow is observed. This suggests a
weaker pellet shock; however, since the vaporization appears to be, if
anything, more complete, there is an apparent contradiction.
The flow of pellet material through the shocked bumpergrid maywell
be highly turbulent, with the result that considerable energy is transformed
into vortex flow and eddy currents. The hypothesis is consistent with the
state of the cloud boundary, i.e. locally irregular as comparedwith the
smooth surface seen on clouds resulting from standard bumpertests.
The internal cloud turbulence which should result in the complete mixing
of the bumperand pellet materials maywell be the main factor influencing
the drastically different results obtained with the grid bumper. If this is
the case, it is unlikely that the particular choice of grid employed in these
experiments is the optimum. An extensive program to investigate such factors
as the particle size and density in relation to grid wire diameter and
density and grid spacing as well as grid geometry and particle velocity is
required before any general description of the ultimate effectiveness of the
grid bumperas a minimumweight protection system can be made. The effective-
ness of the system to defeat meteoroids which are smaller and slower than
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the specific design case should be studied. Since, in general, the grid
wire diameter is larger than the thickness of the equivalent weight solid
bumper, the grid bumpermay be more effective in fragmenting or pulverizing
meteoroids impacting at relatively low velocities.
The potential value of the grid system over the conventional "Whipple"
bumperappears to be enormous. It offers improved protection with less
weight, with the added flexibility of controllable optical and radi_ ire
transmissivity.
Applications
In Section 2 the application of the grid bumper as a combined meteoroid
screen and radiation shield was suggested. An obvious extension is the
potential application of the grid bumper as a meteoroid screen ov r window
areas for extended manned spacecraft missions where both meteoro d protection
and external visual observations are required.
Of more direct application to fuel storage vehicles is the distinct
possibility of incorporating the grid bumper in the outer insulation layer.
For fuel storage modules of the Apollo class where exposures of 200 tc AO0 ft
for 30 to 60 days are anticipated (6 x 103 to 2.5 x 104 ft 2 days), Section 2
indicated that a solid lead bumper 0.0001 in. (.000254 cm) thick would be
sufficient to ensure total vaporization of the design meteoroid (.01 gm at
30.5 km/sec). The subsequent vehicle surface pressure loading was computed
to be i and 0. i kb at 7.2 and 15.5 cm spacings respectively (15,000 and
1500 psi at 2.85 and 6.1 in. spacing).
Application of the equivalent mass principle outlined in Section 2 sug-
gests that a grid bumper constructed of 0.02 mm diameter lead wires with
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0.232 mmmeanspacing could be utilized as an equivalent system (approxi-
mately .001 in. diameter x .010 in. spacing). The impacting (design)
meteoroid would strike approximately fourteen grid strands from each layer.
Manyalternate grids are also possible, i.e. .01 mmdiameter x .05 mm
spacing with approximately 60 (sixty) grid strands from each layer.
Incorporating the grid bumper in the outer insulation layer, spaced
3 to 6 inches from the next inner layer, appears to be reasonable and
2possible. The total weight of the metallic grid surrounding a 200 ft
exposed surface is approximately 1.5 lb. If, in incorporating the grid
bumper in the insulation system no extra support system is required, com-
plete meteoroid protection is possible with no significant weight penalty.
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FIG. 5.2 Photographs of B and W Coverage of Impact of Lexan Projectile
Impacting on Lead Wire Grid
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
From the investigation into the properties of the expansion cloud
generated by the hypervelocity impact of a pellet into a thin shield the
following observations and recommendations may be made:
i. The piezo-bar pressure gauge may be used to obtain reliable measure-
ments of the pressure in a plasma. The measurements are not affected by
high temperatures or by the presence of small particles or free electrons
within the debris cloud.
2. The secondary peak frequently observed in the pressure probe measure-
ments is due to unvaporized material.
3. In a completely vaporized cloud the pressure pulse may be approximated
by a Gaussian distribution in space and time.
4. From Beckman and Whitley photographic data, one may obtain useful
information concerning the modes of failure of secondary surfaces loaded
by the debris cloud.
5. One may determine the Hugoniot for an impacting or impacted material
by photographic location of the impact generated shock waves at any time.
6. At meteoroid velocities shape effects should be unimportant for down-
stream spacings greater than five to ten projectile diameters.
7. The multifoil system possesses distinct advantages over the double
wall system under impact conditions such that the projectile is not
vaporized. However, once the projectile is vaporized, the double wall
structure becomes a more efficient protection scheme for any given weight.
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8. It appears that substitution of a grid for a ....!ld bumper involves no
loss in protection, while providing a window for _ lation. An investi-
gation into the properties of the grid-bumper is recommended.
9. The Hugoniot curve for Lexan should be obtained by more precise measure-
ments and for pressures corresponding to maximumattainable velocities.
i0. It is desirable to extend gun launch capabilities to the 15 to 20 km/sec
range.
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